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IN ME MORI AM
PEARL ELIZABETH MARSTON
1911 - 1986
In this age of our highly mobile society, Pearl
Marston was wonderfully unique: she was born, raised and
lived her entire life on Brown Road, here in Hampton Falls,
New Hampshire. While the troubles of the world swirled
around outside our boarders, Pearl started early on a
lifetime that would be dedicated to caring, loving and
sharing with countless other people from all walks of life.
Still a teenager, she began teaching the kindergarten
Sunday School class and serving as a Home Department caller
for the Hampton Falls Baptist Church. Thus she learned to
work with both the young and the elderly, each with
different, yet in some ways similar, sots of problems and
needs.
Over the years, the home and farm that Pearl and her
husband Bill worked so hard to maintain, provided many less
fortunate "fresh air" children from Boston and New York a
rare opportunity to spend a few exciting and adventuresome
days in the country. And it was not unusual to find
graduate or exchange students from overseas sharing the
comfort and warmth of a New England family home with Pearl,
Bill and their children.
A school teacher for 40 years in several seacoast
towns, including Hampton Falls, Pearl started hundreds of
our children off right, passing on to them the principles
and values that she held so near and dear.
Pearl donated much of her time to the Town , being
involved in among other activities, the Historical Society,
Library and the Baptist Church. In 1986, she was honored
by the Grange as its Citizen of the Year. Over the course
of 75 years, Pearl saw many changes take place, but to her
Hampton Falls was home and still the best place to live.
Pearl is gone, but her legacy lives on in the hearts
and minds of everyone she touched throughout her very
special life. It is in her memory that we dedicate the
1986 Hampton Falls Town Report.
HAMPTON FALLS
Incorporated - 1722 Population - 1485
Land Area - 14.5 Square Miles
Town Clerk Hours
Mon., Tues., Thurs. 9:00 a.m. to 12:00 noon
1:00 p.m. to 4:00 p.m.
Tuesday evening 7:00 p.m. to 8:00 p.m.
Tax Collector Hours
Mon. 9:00 a.m. to 12:00 noon
Tues. 9:00 a.m. to 12:00 noon
1:00 p.m. to 4:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m. to 8:00 p.m.
Thurs. 9:00 a.m. to 12:00 noon
1:00 p.m. to 4:00 p.m.







Hampton Falls Library - 926-3682
Hours
Monday - 2:30 p.m. to 5:00 p.m.
Tuesday - 2:03 p.m. to 5:00 p.m., 6:00 p.m. to 8:00 p.m,
Thursday - 1:00 p.m. to 5:30 p.m.
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Andrew Christie, Jr., Chief
Dean Glover, Deputy Chief
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CITIZEN'S COMMITTE ON COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT
































Cutting of trees, widening,
telephone poles, road changes
Building or modifying
Size, lights, placement














Must have rabies shot
Freshwater areas are defined
as follows: RSA 438-A applies
to all areas "Wherever water
stands or flows". No digging,
filling or other flow modifi-














SEPTIC SYSTEMS STATE 4
TOWN




















Yield Tax, lime on
cutting alop.g roads and
streams. Slash law.
No building until perr.it
is posted on sice
Planning Board





No fires without permit
and only before 9:00 AM




All zones. Only 2 per calen-




Any construction of fences,
barriers, stone wall, etc.
must leave a 25' clearance
on either side from center
line of road


















1986 was a relatively quiet year for the Town of Hampton
Falls. Most of the issues we dealt with were routine, although
even these can be very time consuming despite their apparent
simplicity. All our activities are well documented in a series
of minutes kept by Eric Small, our Administrative Assistant, and
Shirley Gustavson, the Town Clerk. The Board has made every
effort to comply with the provisions of the Right to Know Lav/.
We meet Tuesday evenings at 8:00 p.m. in the Town Hall and
welcome the public's participation in our deliberations.
Several substantial issues were resolved, or saw progress
made during 1986. The Depot road drainage project was completed
and now we must wait for the heavy winter snows to melt and the
spring rains in order to judge its effectiveness.
Liability insurance for towns and their officials continued
to be a problem. Hampton Falls was fortunate to maintain
adequate coverage for the year. With the expiration of our
general liability policies we joined an insurance pool of many
towns and organized by the New Hampshire Municipal Association.
This program provides excellent coverage at a premium rate well
below that offered by the few carriers willing to offer coverage.
Disposal of solid waste continues to be a major issue for
Hampton Falls and its neighbors. The recent merger of our parent
Southeastern Rockingham County Solid Waste Management District
with Exeter and Hampton and another district, has created a new
"super district" which will be better able to deal with the
problems and costs of solid waste disposal. Landfills are out,
and the few remaining sites will soon be closed. New, creative
and environmentally sound solutions must be found and only
through the strength of a cooperative effort will we be able to
resolve this regional problem.
1986 saw the implementation of the first step in the Town's
growth control ordinance. As the school population reached 152,
a restriction was imposed which limits the number of building
permits which can be issued to four per month.
Perhaps more importantly, however, we must all consider the
gradual metamorphosis that the 80s has brought to Hampton Falls,
because it will inevitably change, for better or for worse, the
quality of life in our Town -- your Town. Some of these changes
are obvious and we s^e them every day as we come and go to work,
school, and play. But, many others are more subtle and not
readily apparent to the general public, yet they promise to
impact us significantly in the years ahead.
New housing starts in Hampton Falls have increased from as
few as 4 per year in the late 70s to over 20 in 1984 and over 30
in both 1985 and 1986. With these new homes have come increased
prices and pressures on larger landowners to subdivide and sell
their undeveloped land. Private land is being taken out of
current use status at an ever increasing rate, which means a loss
10
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Effective with this reporting year, your town will no longer






Stats ol New Hampshire
. Department of Revenue Administration
. Municipal Sarvlcas DMslon
J P.O. Box 457
' Concord, NH 03301
Telephone: (6031 271-3397
U321JSVI TAXES - ALL TOWN FUNDS
A. TAXES
1. Property taxes - current year — 1986
Amount — Omjf cents
I , I 16,778
2. Property laite*. - collected in advance
3. Resident taxes - currnnt yenr 1986 8,890
4. Resident lates — collected in advance
5. Notional hank slock tawes — current year 1986
6. Yield taxes - current year - 1986 1 , J 65
7. Property and yield taxes — previous years 79,261
8. Resident laves — previous years 840
9. Land usr- chnnge tax - current and prior years 45,948
10. Interest rpcelved on delinquent taxes 1 1 ,036
11. Penalties - resident taxes 108
12. Tax sales redeemed 19,391
05
1,283,417
B. LICENSES AND PERMITS
1. Motor vehicle permit fees 150. 176
2. Dog licenses J ,054
3. Business licenses, permits and filing fees 34,056




revenues - all funds
A. FROM THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT
1. Revenue sharing grants '• » 6,128
2. All other Federal qrants — Attach schedule 40
6,128
B. FROM THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
1. Shared revenue " » 42,944
2. Highway block grant » 20,134
3. Railroad tax 10
4. State aid water pollution projects 38
5. Reimbursable account State — Federal forest land 38




ALL FUNDS - Continued
C. FROM OTHER LOCAL GOVERNMENTS
Reimbursements from other local governments
Amount — Omit cents
39 $ 336
136MB111 CHARGES FOR SERVICES - ALL
FUNDS (Exclude transfers)
1 . Water supply system charges A91 $
2. Electric utility charges A92
3. Sewer charges ABO
4. Garbage-refuse collection charges A91
5. Parks end recreation charges A61
8. Airport charges A01
7. Parking charges Aeo
8. S-ile of cemetery lots A03 200
9. Rent of town property A89 645
10. Payments in lieu of taxes — other governments 39
1 1 . Payments in lieu of taxes — nongovernmental sources U99
12. Other snips and service charges AB9 8.924
9.769
lEflSEPI MISCELLANEOUS REVENUES - ALL
FUNDS [Exclude transfers)
1. Sale of town property Utl
2, Spncml assessments uoi
3, Merest on investments U20 35.964
4. RunTr and royalties U40
S. Withdrawals from capital reserve funds DM
6. Olher miscellaneous revenue U99 7.448
A3. 412
EQJEXlE^l OTHER FINANCING SOURCES - ALL
FUNDS (Exclude transfers)
1 . Procmls of lonq tprm notes
2. Proceeds ol bond issues uos
3. Othrr financing sources - Attach schedule U07
a. Total —-— *
SL«j£/$4? NON-REVENUE RECEIPTS - ALL
FUNDS (Exclude transfers)
1. Tax anticipation notes uoa 900,000
2. Loans in anticipation of bond issues UM
3. Loans in anticipation of long term notes U03
4. Loans in anticipation of Federal aid U13
5. Loans in antic'oation of State aid U13
6. Yield tax security deposits UI4 15
7. Other nonrnvenue receipts — Attach schedule u« 21,366
921,381
2,512,807





JBMUIM EXPENDITURES ALL FUNDS
(Report payments to other governments In part Xt onh/l




















3. General town buildings





S. Reappraisal of property
E23 G23 FJ3




7. Election end registration 2,363
689 FB9
8. Advertising and regional association
EB9 G89 F89






















C. HIGHWAYS. STREETS, BRIDGES
1. Town maintenance
E44 G44 F44
2. General highway department 105,156 13,064 21,448






6. Private transit subsidies
E47
D. SANITATION
1 . Solid waste disposal
ESO G80 FBO
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KJEHKBffl FYPFWniTIIHFS All FlINnS _
Maintenance budget ItemContinued















3. Medical vendor payments
E74

























1. Princlpal-u'ility long term bonds and notes
200
2. Principal - other long term bonds and notes
JOl
3. Inte'est-long term bonds and notes (except
utility dnbtt
las
4. Interest on water utility debt
1st
S. Interest on electric utility debt
192
6. Interest-tax anticipation notes
189
32,953
7. Interest-other temporary loans
IBS
H. fiscal charges on debt
E23
1. OPERATING TRANSFERS OUT
1 . Pa/ments to capital reserve funds
205
46,000




1 . Water utility
E91 G91 rst




4. Electric utility depreciation
70S
K. MISCELLANEOUS






3. Unemplnyment compensation 489
28A
IJCEVilP EXPENDITURES ALL FUNDS - Maintenance budovt Item Capital outlay
Contlnuad









K. MISCELLANEOUS - Contlnuad
Other — Spicily -j











1 . Payments — tax anticipation notes
101
900,000
2. Taxes bought by town
210
1 ,491
3. Discounts, abatements, refunds 1 ,469
4. Payments to trustees of trust funds (now trust funds)
112
6. Payment — lien tor elderly R.S.A. 72:38A
211
6. Refund and payment — yield tax escrow
214






217 • ,.:. Si , .








- Art. 2 2 '85 Depot Rd
.
1 ,548
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X-rci-JIM EXPENDITURES ALL FUNDS -
Continued
(Report payments to other governments In part XI only)









M. PAYMENTS TO OTHER GOVERNMENTAL DIVISIONS
1. To State — dog license end marriage licenses
218
1.990
-. . .. .. . ....
2. Taxes paid to county
219
87,223
3. Payments to precincts
220
4. To school district 1 985 ( 1; 1 9S6 1 1
221
918,119
5. Total payments for all purposes * 2,500,564 1 »
6. Cash on hand 12/31/8616/30/871
223
386,919
» 2,887,483 > 9









fiiilCKLi'S SCHEDULE OF LONG TERM INDEBTEDNESS
(As of December 31,1 986 or June 30, 1 987)










6. Total long term notos outstanding a*






6. Total bonds outstanding P
TOTAL UONOTPPM INOFBTEONFSS - 12/31/88m 8/30/87 - Sum of linos
' Use code "S" for scwnr bonrts: "W" tor water bonds; "G" tor general purpose bonds.
FOHM MS SUOWNI iq •> BSI Page 6
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et the beginning of
this fiscal year
lal











tSA ISA 3SA 41A 44A
Electric utility
"" its »a aia 448
Industrial revenue
1ST J4T 34T 44T
Ad other debt
tax 2SX sax 41X MX
Short-term (TAN's) debt outstanding et beginning of fiscal year >
Short-term (TAN's) debt outstanding at end of fiscal year 1
cnnmr" NTERGOVERNMENTAL EXPENDITURES
Report payments made to the State or other local governments on a reimbursement or coat-sharing
aaala. Do NOT Include these expenditures in part VII.
















USLilfl SALARIES AND WAQES
Report here the total salaries and wages paid to all employees of your city before deductions for social
security, retirement, etc. Include also salaries and wages paid to employees of any utility owned and
operated by your government, as well as salaries and wages of city employees charged to construction .
>rojects. These amounts may be taken form the W3 form filed by your government for the year ended
J0O
, 120,887
MJ1I.S.IIM CASH AND INVESTMENTS AT END OF THIS FISCAL YEAR
Type of asset
Held in bond construction funds
lal
Held in all other funds
Ibl
CASH AND DEPOSITS - Cash on hand. CD's. time.
checking and Savings deposits.
W3I
389,562.58
FEDERAL SECURITIES - Obligations of U.S. Treasury.
(Include short-term notes. 1 and Federal Financing Bank.
w«o W70
OTHER SECURITIES — Bonds, notes, mortgages




•JtiVU'M EXPENDITURES OF FEDERAL GENERAL REVENUE SHARING FUNDS
Report proposed and actual expenditures (omit cents) of General Revenue Sharing funds
in columns A and B. DO NOT INCLUDE expenditures made from any other sources.




















1. Financial and garvaral
administration
Oil 012 013 014
2. Education
027 028 028 030
3. Libraries
036 036 037 038
4. Social services
04J 044 046 046
6. Hospitals
Obi 062 063 064
6. Health






oaa 084 086 086
8. Fire
0»l 092 083 084
10. Collection
tins 100 101 02
11. Sewerage
107 108 108 110
12. Other sanitation
IIS 1IB 117 118
13. Paiks and recieation
123 124 126 128
14. Utility systems -
Specify lypv ~g
147 148 148 160
16. Inieiest on yoneral
debt
US 141
16. Payment ol principal
on debt
1 71 172
1 7. All Olhel - Specify -j 163 164 166 188
Remarks
FORM MS-6I10WNI 19 5 861 Page 8
32A
iJUf.V SCHEDULE OF TOWN PROPERTY (A* of
DacMibw 31, 1986; Juno 30, 1987)
Name) of town
Description
Give value on baala of coat. If no recorde have been kept, make careful
Inventory and appraiaal of all property belonging to the town.
Value
la. Town hall, landi and buddings 131,225
b. Furniture and equipment 11,100
2a. Libraries, lands and buildings 66,550
b. Fumhura and equipment 171,000
3a. Police Department, lands end buddings
b. Equipment 6,500
o. Parking meters
4a. Fire Department, lands and buddings 100,000
b. Equipment 150,000
Va. Highway deportment, lends and buildings 5,500
b. Equipment
e. Materlnls and supplies 2,000
8. Parks, commons and playgrounds 25,000
7. Water supply facilities, if owned by town
8. Electric tight plant. If owned by town
9. Sewer plent and facilities. If owned by town
10- Schools, fends and buildings, equipment 1,439,000
1 1 , Airports, if owned by town
12. All lands and buildings acquired through tax collector's deed* — Give assessed valuation





13. Alt other property and equipment — Give description











201 All funds in custody of treasurer {See instructions — Attach supporting schedule! 386. 91S










212 Tutal capital reserve funds
213 Accounts due to the town
214 Due from Slate
21G
216






lc22 Other bills due town
223
224








232 Tbtei account! due to the town
233
2 J 4
Unredeemed taxes - from tax sale on account ot —







(bl Levy ul 1384 sqfi







Uncollected taxes — Including all tones
Ul Luvyot 13U6 175,138
lb) Luvyol 13eS 597




(el Uncollected sewer rents assessments {Offset similar liability account)
246 Total uncollected taxes 175,735
246 Total aseals - Sum of Unas 206 1- 2 12 1 232 + 238 + 245 564.715
247 Fund belancu-current deficit lExcess ol liabilities over assets)
248 GRAND TOTAL- Sum of Unas 246 end 247
249 Fund balance - December 31. 1385 (June 30. 1 9861 74,025
260 Fund balance - December 31. 1386IJune30, 1987) 105,772
261 Change in financial condition 31,747






For the Year Ended December 31. 1986, June 30, 1987
300 Accounts owed by the town
301 Bills outstanding
302 Unexpended balances of special appropriations — Attach achedub
303 Unexpended balances of bond and note funds - Attach schedule
304 Sewer fund
305 Parking meter fund
308 Unexpended revenue sharing funds
307 Unexpended lew enforcement assistance funds
308 Unexpended State highway subsidy funds
309 Performance guarantee (bond) deposits
310 Uncollected sewer rents/assessments (Offsets similar asset account)
311
312
313 Due tn State
314









Yield tax deposits (Escrow account!
County taxes payable
Prnctncls taxes payable











332 Other liabilities - Attach schedule
333 Property taxes collected in advance
334 Lien for the elderly (Offsets similar asset account)
335
33r,
337 Total account! owed by the town 4 S R . 9 4 1
1
338
339 State and town joint highway construction accounts
340 (a) Unexpended balance in State treasury
341 lb) Unexpended balance In town treasury
342 Total or State and town Joint highway conatructlon account




347 Total capital rasarva funds
348 Total tlabittlat — Sum of Unas 337 + 342 + 347 4 S R . 9 4 1
349 Fund balance — Current surplus (Excess of assets over liabilities) i n S 7 17
350
351
352 GRAND TOTAL - Sum of Nnm» 348 rnnd 349
NOTE m Do not Include outstanding long term Indebtedness among HabfWes on this page. Such debt must be reported on pages 6 and 7.




This is to certify that the information contained in this report was taken from
official records and is complete to the best of our knowledge and belief.
A- II- 31






Three copies of this report are sent to each town. Selectmen, treasurer and tax collector are expected to
cooperate in making out this report. When mad* out, one copy should be returned to the Department of
Revenue Administration and one copy should be placed on file among the town records. The third copy
is for use in preparing the annual printed report for the voters.
WHEN TO FILE: (H.S.A. 21-J1
1 . For towns reporting on e calendar year basis, this report must be filed on or
before March 1st, 1387.
2. For towns reporting on an optional fiscal year basis (fiscal year ending June 30,
1 9871, this report must be filed on or before September 1 st, 1 987.
WHERE TO FILE
Department of Revenue Administration
State of New Hampshire
Municipal Services Division




1 . Total, this town's taxes collected end remitted (part A, page 1
)
»
2. Total tax rate for county government and all cities, towns, school* and
precincts in this county. Including this town
3. This town's tax rate
4. Divide line 3 into line 2
6. Multiply line 4 by line 1





FISCAL YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 1986 (JUNE 30, 1987)
(SELECT ONE)
TOWN OF HAMPTON FALLS
- DR. -






X^snioftexixx. Lnvent.ory. P.erjajt.y . .












Land Use Change Taxes
Interest Collected on Delinquent
625.00








14 041.9. J., 90 94994-.06 $
-2-
37A
Cont . Collector's Report




National Bank Stock. Taxes ....
Yield Taxes
Sewer Rents - . Inventory .Penal ty . .
Land Use Change Taxes
Intcreot Collected Buring-Yea r-Pr.op .Tax
Penalties on Resident Taxes . . .
Interest col lected on Land Use Chabge Tax
Discounts Allowed
Abatements Made During Year:
Property Taxes
Resident Taxes
xs&KKJraxass . Inventory .Pena Ity
Sewer Rents
Uncollected Taxes - End of Fiscal Year:
(As Per Collector's List)
Property Taxes
Resident Taxes
Sawa r Rents- . Land Use Change .Tax
Yield Taxes
Inventory Penalty

































SUMMARY OF TAX SALES ACCOUNTS
FISCAL YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 1986 (JW&, /30///ffi8/7/)
(SELECT ONE)
T0WN 0F HAMPTON FALLS
- DR. -
—Tax Sales on Account of Levies Of
Previous
198.T 198 H 19*3 Years
Balance of Unredeemed Taxes -
Beginning Fiscal Year $
Taxes Sold To Town During
Current Fiscal Year*
Subsequent Taxes Paid . . .








TOTAL DEBITS $.J5JP,20 $J4JJ8.91 $.9239.86 $.
- CR^ -
Remittances to Treasurer During Year:
Redemptions $...?$>* J 8
Interest & Costs After Sale J?»10
Abatements During Year
Deeded To Town During Year
Unredeemed Taxes - End of Fiscal Yr. . ] 4§4:?2
Subsequent Taxes ...
Unremitted Cash
$J J337.87 $.6697.43 $
.2185.20 .2542.43
.595.84
TOTAL CREDITS $.1510.20 $14118.91 $..9.2.3.9.\86 $
** Amount of Tax Sale(s) sold to town held during current fiscal year,
including total amount of taxes, interest and costs to
date of sale(s). -1-
39A
SECOND PAGE OF SELECTMEN'S REPORT
To replace page 11
of the open space and "wild land" that has made Hampton Falls so
attractive. Along with the new homes have come people who need
to be served, roads to be plov/ed and maintained, children to bo
bused, zoning and building code infractions to be monitored and
increased needs for fire and police protection, as well as school
and town facilities, and, along with this growth has come a shift
in the make up of our population. No longer are we a town of
people who live and work in the immediate area. Many of us
travel long distances to work and/or have vacation homes that
compete for our attention throughout the year. As a result,
fower people have the time or desire to serve on the boards,
committers and departments that up until now have made our town
run. And yet, there is ever so much more to do. In the past 2
years, the Volunteer Fire Department has acquired 3 new members,
while many of its older members find it more and more difficult
to drag hoses and climb ladders than they did 10 years ago. Last
year, the Town voted to elect the members of the Planning Board
rather than allow the Selectmen to appoint them. This year,
nobody is running for one of the two vacant positions, and the
spot will have to be filled by appointment or a write-in
candidate. It has become impossible to find citizens willing to
serve as auditors, so we must now turn to professional accounting
firms to get this job done.
Hampton Falls has long been recognized as one of the
"wealthiest" towns in New Hampshire, and in 1986 we reached
number 3 on the list of the highest per capita income. Along
with that distinction, we have enjoyed a very low comparative tax
rate, and even at this year's rate of $32.98/1(500 (which is
incidentally only 9% above 1982's rate of $30.20/1003 and 7%
above 1984 's rate of $30.85/1000) we are still well below average
on an equalized basis throughout the state. However, with only a
small commercial district along Lafayette Road, it is the
homeowners who must, carry th<-» major share of this burden based on
the value of their properties.
We have worked hard to keep this year's operating budget in
line with last year's and feel we havo succeeded quite well. You
will find, however, several significant expenditures in the
special articles section of the warrant that are essential to
prepare for necessary projects in the not too distant future.
Although 1986 appeared to be a quiet, year, we may find
ourselves looking back on it as a pivotal time in the history of
Hampton Falls. The stage has been set for the next act. It will
bring changes and challenges that will not. be easy to deal with
and that will require your understanding, involvement and support







1986 was a relatively quiet year for the Town of Hampton
Falls. Most of the issues we dealt with were routine, although
even these can be very time consuming despite their apparent
simplicity. All our activities are well documented in a series
of minutes kept by Eric Small, our Administrative Assistant, and
Shirley Gustavson, the Town Clerk. The Board has made every
effort to comply with the provisions of the Right to Know Lav/.
We meet Tuesday evenings at 8:00 p.m. in the Town Hall and
welcome the public's participation in our deliberations.
Several substantial issues were resolved, or saw progress
made during 1986. The Depot road drainage project was completed
and now we must wait for the heavy winter snows to melt and the
spring rains in order to judge its effectiveness.
Liability insurance for towns and their officials continued
to be a problem. Hampton Falls was fortunate to maintain
adequate coverage for the year. With the expiration of our
general liability policies we joined an insurance pool of many
towns and organized by the New Hampshire Municipal Association.
This program provides excellent coverage at a premium rate well
below that offered by the few carriers willing to offer coverage.
Disposal of solid waste continues to be a major issue for
Hampton Falls and its neighbors. The recent merger of our parent
Southeastern Rockingham County Solid Waste Management District
with Exeter and Hampton and another district, has created a new
"super district" which will be better able to deal with the
problems and costs of solid waste disposal. Landfills are out,
and the few remaining sites will soon be closed. New, creative
and environmentally sound solutions must be found and only
through the strength of a cooperative effort will we be able to
resolve this regional problem.
1986 saw the implementation of the first step in the Town's
growth control ordinance. As the school population reached 152,
a restriction was imposed which limits the number of building
permits which can be issued to four per month.
Perhaps more importantly, however, we must all consider the
gradual metamorphosis that the 80s has brought to Hampton Falls,
because it will inevitably change, for better or for worse, the
quality of life in our Town -- your Town. Some of these changes
are obvious and we see them every day as we come and go to work,
school, and play. But, many others are more subtle and not
readily apparent to the general public, yet they promise to
impact us significantly in the years ahead.
New housing starts in Hampton Falls have increased from as
few as 4 per year in the late 70s to over 20 in 1984 and over 30
in both 1985 and 1986. With thes^ new homes have come increased
prices and pressures on larger landowners to subdivide and sell
their undeveloped land. Private land is being taken out of
current use status at an ever increasing rate, which means a loss
11
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TREASURER













Ingeborg K. Brandt 278
Virginia W. Thorstensen 251
PLANNING BOARD MEMBER (1 year)
Z. Louise Hetherington 251
Alice L. Tonry 281
12
PLANNING BOARD MEMBER (2 yrs.)
Robert W. Batchelder 170
C. Tracy Healey 267*
Garrett W. VanderEls 204*
* denotes winner
PLANNING BOARD MEMBER (3 Yrs.)
Douglas S. Darlington 272
Terry M. Savage 311
TRUSTEES OF TRUST FUNDS






Frederick E. Wilde 329
SCHOOL CLERK
Shirley Gustavson 351
Article 2 Yes 234 No 101
Art icle 3 Yes 176 No 189
Art icle 4 Yes 280 No 72
Article 5 Yes 275 No 77
Art icle 6 Yes 258 No 102
Article 7 Yes 269 No 87
Article 8 Yes 269 No 76
Article 9 Yes 240 No 68
Article 10 Yes 280 No 72
Article 11 Yes 274 No 74
The ballot were sealed and delivered to the Town Clerk.
A motion was made to adjourn by Kenneth Allen and seconded
by Suzanne Breiseth. The motion passed.
The business part of the Town Meeting, 1986, was opened by
the Moderator at 7:30 p.m. at the Brown Gymnasium of the
Lincoln Akerman School on Friday, March 14. The salute to
the flag was given and the results of the election on
March 11 were read by the Moderator. He then made the
following rulings which would be in effect for the
meet ing.
1. Once an article taken up in the budget or in the
warrant is finished no further action may be taken on it
with the exception of one reconsideration in case of error
or misunderstanding.
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2. There will be a limit of 2 amendments to any article
or any motion or part of a specific article.
3. Any lengthy motion shall be submitted to the Moderator
in writing.
4. The chair will rocognize first a sponsor of any
article or item in the warrant.
5. All speakers must be recognized by the Moderator and
address their remarks through the Chair.
ARTICLE 12 - BUDGET
Kenneth Allen moved that the Town raise and appropriate
the sum of $28,500 for Town Officers Salaries. Seconded
by Suzanne Breiseth. The motion passed.
Suzanne Breiseth moved that the Town raise and appropriate
the sum of $23,600 for Town Officers Expenses. Seconded
by Kenneth Allen. The motion passed.
William Marston moved that the Town raise and appropriate
the sum of $23,600 for Town Officers Expenses. Seconded
by Kenneth Allen. The motion passed.
William Marston moved that the Town raise and appropriate
the sum of $1,000 for Cemeteries. Seconded by Suzanne
Breiseth. The motion passed.
Kenneth Mien moved that the Town raise and appropriate
the sum of $10,900 for General Government Buildings.
Seconded by Suzanne Breiseth. The motion passed.
Suzanne Breiseth moved that the Town raise and appropriate
the sum of $28,480 for Planning and Zoning. Seconded by
Kenneth Allen. The motion passed.
Kenneth Allen moved that the Town raise and appropriate
the sum of $15,000 for LegaL Expenses. Seconded by
William Marston. The motion passed.
Suzanne Breiseth moved the Town raise and appropriate the
sum of $3,253 for Regional Associations. Seconded by
Kenneth Allen. The motion passed.
William Marston moved that the Town raise and appropriate
the sum of $5,000 for a Contingency Fund. Seconded by
Kenneth Allen. The motion passed.
William Marston moved that the Town raise and appropriate
the sum of $500 for the Care of town Clock. Seconded by
Suzanne Breiseth. The motion passed.
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Kenneth Allen moved that the town raise and appropriate
the sum of $58,950 for the Police Department. Seconded by
Suzanne Breiseth. Voted upon by a Yes and No ballot. 67
Yes and 21 No. The motion passed.
Robert Woodes movpd that thp Town raise and appropriate
the sum of $6,000 for the Fire Department. Seconded by
Eugene Heal. The motion passed.
Suzanne Breiseth moved that the Town raise and appropriate
the sum of $500 for Civil Defense. Seconded by Kenneth
Allen. The motion passed.
William Marston moved that the Town raise and appropriate
the sum of $5,500 for Fuel. Seconded by Kenneth Allen.
The motion passed.
Kenneth Allen moved that thp Town raise and appropriate
the sum of $116,500 for the Town Maintenance. Seconded by
William Marston. The motion passed.
Kenneth Allen moved that the Town raise and appropriate
the sum of $1,800 for Street Lighting. Seconder! by Frank
Ferreira. The motion passed.
Suzanne Breiseth moved that the Town raise and appropriate
the sum of $42,150 for Solid Waste Disposal. Seconded by
Kenneth Allen. The motion passed.
Suzanne Breiseth moved that the Town raise and appropriate
the sum of $2,000 for Solid Waste Management District.
Seconded by Kenneth Allen. The motion passed.
William Marston moved that the Town raise and appropriate
the sum of $4,700 for Health. Seconded by Kenneth Allen.
The motion passed.
Kenneth Allen moved that the Town raise and appropriate
the sum of $8,677 for Mosquito Control. Seconded by
Suzanne Breiseth. The motion passed.
Suzanne Breiseth moved that the Town raisp and appropriate
the sum of General Assistance Welfare. Seconded by
Kenneth Allen. The motion passed.
Tracy Healey moved that the Town raise and appropriate the
sum of $21,910 for Library. Seconded by Suzanne Breiseth.
The motion passed.
Kenneth Allen moved that the Town raise and appropriate
the sum of $400 for Patriotic Purposes. Seconded by
Breiseth. The motion passed.
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Suzanne Breiseth moved that the Town raise and appropriate
the sum of $250 for Conservation Commission. Seconded by
Allen. The motion passed.
William Marston moved that the Town raise and appropriate
the sum of $1,200 for the Town Common. Seconded by
Suzanne Breiseth. the motion passed.
Kenneth Allen moved that the Town raise and appropriate
the sum of $45,000 for Interest Expense - Tax Anticipation
Notes. Seconded by Marston. The motion passed.
Suzanne Breiseth moved that the Town raise and appropriate
the sum of $2,000 for the Town Forest (Capital Reserve).
Seconded by Kenneth Allen. The motion passed.
William Marston moved that the Town raise and appropriate
the sum of $8,800 for FICA. Seconded by Breiseth. The
motion passed.
Kenneth Allen moved that the Town raise and appropriate
the sum of $30,300 for Insurance. Seconded by Suzanne
Breiseth. The motion passed.
ARTICLE 13 - BORROW MONEY IN ANTICIPATION OF TAXES
Kenneth Allen moved that the Town vote to authorize the
Selectmen to borrow money in anticipation of taxes.
Seconded by Marston. The motion passed.
ARTICLE 14 - ADVANCES, GRANTS IN AID, OR OTHER FUNDS
Suzanne Breiseth moved the article as read. Seconded by
Kenneth Allen. The motion passed.
ARTICLE 15 - AUDIT SERVICE
Kenneth Allen moved that the Town vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $3,500 for the audit of the Town's
financial records for the year ending 1986. Seconded by
Marston. The motion passed.
ARTICLE 16 - COMPUTER PURCHASE
Suzannp Bresieth moved that the Town vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $6,100 for the purchase of a
computer and computer related software for the town
offices. Seconded by Kenneth Allen. The motion passed.
ARTICLE 17 - TOWN HALL RENOVATION
Breiseth moved that the r f o rais^ and appropriate
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the sum of $8,020 for renovation of the lavatory,
relocation of the planning board office and expansion of
the police office at the Town Hall. Seconded by Allen.
The motion passed.
ARTICLE 18 - ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT
Kenneth Allen moved that the Town vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $12,100 for the purpose of hiring
an Administrative Assistant to the Board of Selectmen.
Seconded by Suzanne Bresieth. The motion passed.
ARTICLE 19 - BACKUS
Suzanne Breiseth moved that the Town vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $8,000 to retain the services of
Mr. Robert Backus, Attorney at Law, t-o represent the
Town with regard to the evacuation and licensing hearings
of Seabrook Station. Seconded by Kenneth Allen. The
motion passed.
ARTICLE 20 - RADIOACTIVE WASTE
Kenneth Allen moved the article as read. Seconded by
William Marston. The mot-ion passed.
ARTICLE 21 - PORTABLE RADIO
William Marston moved that the Town vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $1,466 for the purchase of portable
radios for the police department. Seconded by Kenneth
Allen. The motion passed.
ARTICLE 22 - DRY HYDRANT CISTERN
Robert Woodes moved that the Town vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $10,000 for the purchase and
installation of a 30,000 gallon dry hydrant cistern for
fire protection purposes. Seconded by Kenneth Allen. The
motion passed.
ARTICLE 23 - CAPITAL RESERVE FUND
Kenneth Allen moved that the Town vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $46,000 to establish a Capital
Reserve Fund, known as the Fire Protection Fund, for the
purpose of acquiring land for a new fire station,
constructing a fire station and replacing fire department
equipment, in accordance with RSA 34:1. Seconded by
William Marston. The motion passed.
ARTICLE 24 - REVENUE SHARING
Suzanne Breiseth moved that the Town vote to appropriate
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and authorize the withdrawal from the Revenue Sharing Fund
established under the provision of the State and Local
Assistance Act of 1972 for use as sets against budgeted
appropriations for the following specific purposes and in
amounts indicated herewith or taken any other action
hereon
:
Gf>npral Highway Repaving $9,500
Seconded by Kenneth Allen. The motion passed.
ARTICLE 25 - REIMBURSE STATE FOR OVERPAYMENT
Suzanne Breiseth moved that the Town vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $18,659 to reimburse the State of
New Hampshire for an overpayment made to the Town under
the Stat-p Highway Block Grant Program in 1985. Seconded
by Kenneth Allen. The Motion passed.
ARTICLE 26 - CURTIS ROAD CULVERT
Kenneth Allen moved that the Town vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $21,000 for the reconstruction of
the Curtis Road culvert. Seconded by William Marston.
The motion passed.
ARTICLE 27 - SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT DISTRICT
It was discovered by the Moderator that this article had
been voted upon and passed in the budget.
ARTICLE 28 - BLACK FLY CONTROL
Kenneth Allen moved that the Town vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $4,450 for the control of black
flies. Seconded by Breiseth. The motion did not pass.
ARTICLE 29 - SEACOAST MENTAL HEALTH ASSOCIATION
Kenneth Allen moved that the Town vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $600 for the Seacoast Mental Health
Association. Seconded by William Marston. The motion
passed
.
ARTICLE 30 RICHIE MCFARLAND CHILDREN'S CENTER
William Marston moved that the Town vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $200 for the Richie McFarland
Children's Center as assistance for developmentally
delayed children. Seconded by Cynthia Trumbull. The
motion passed.
ARTICLE 31 - BIG BROTHER/BIG SISTER PROGRAM
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Breiseth moved that the Town vote to raiso and appropriate
the sum of $530 for the Big Brother /Big Sister Program.
Seconded by Kenneth Allen. The Motion passed.
ARTICLE 32 - COASTAL ZONE MANAGEMENT GRANT
Suzanne Breiseth moved that the Town vote to appropriate
$43,437 as the total cost of a Coastal Zone
Management Grant (Town Forest Wetlands Restoration), to
apply for $32,350 from the state and federal government as
the 80% match towards said grant, and to raise $8,087 from
taxes as the Town's 20% match to the above CZM grant.
Seconded by Kenneth Allen. The motion passed.
ARTICLE 33 - HISTORICAL SOCIETY LEASE
Kenneth Allen moved the article as r nad. Seconded hy
William Marston. The motion passed.
ARTICLE 34 - SALE OF TAX SALE PROPERTY
Suzanne Breiseth moved the article as read
William Marston. The motion did not pass.
Seconded by
ARTICLE 35 - OTHER BUSINESS
Public recognition was given to retiring Librarian Anne
Ferreira and to Town Auditor Douglas Darlington. John and
Priscilla Dennison were nominated and elected to the
office of Hog Reaver and Keeper of the Pound. They were
sworn in by the Town Clerk to s^rve for the ensuing year.
Frank Ferreira moved that the meeting be adjourned and the
motion was seconded by William Jassmond. The moderator
declared the meeting adjourned at 10:55 p.m.
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Art. 32 Coastal Zone Management Grant 40,437
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FICA, Retirement & Pension Con^ r i but ions
Insurance










Interest & Penalties on Taxes 8,030
Invent, ory Penal ties 203
Land Use Change Tax 25,000
INTERGOVERNMENTAL REVENUES- -ST ATE
Shared Revenue-Block Grant 15,393
Highway Block Grant 23,134
INTERGOVERNMENTAL REVENUES --FEDERAL
Coastal Zone Management Grant (Town Forest) 32,350
LICENSES & PERMITS
Motor Vehicle Licenses 137,000
Dog Licenses 1,200
Business Licenses, Permits & Filing Fees 1,203
Building Permits 18,330
Health Permits (Perc Tests) 3,800
Planning Board, BOA, Driveway Permits 10,000
CHARGES FOR SERVICES
Income from Departments 1,700




Sale of Town Property
CableVision Franchise Fee















SUMMARY INVENTORY OF VALUATION
1. Value of Land Only
a. Current Use 479,580
b. Residential 9,761,520
c. Commercial/Industrial 937,303
2. Value of Building Only
a. Residential 21,733,500
b. Manufactured Housing 92,700
c. Commercial/Industrial 3,148,400
3. Public Utilities
a. Gas 9,4 28
b. Electric 4,858,968
4. Valuation Before Exemptions Allowed 41,021,396
5. Elderly Exemptions 395,000
6. Net Valuation on which the
Tax Rate is Computed 40,626,396
RECAPITULATION OF TAX RATE
Net Assessed Valuation 40,626,396
Tax Rat^ X 32.98
Total Gross Property Taxes 1,339,859
Less: Est. War Service Tax Credits - 9,700





Total Tax Rate 32.98
CERTIFICATE
This is to certify that the information contained in this
report was taken from official records and is correct to
the best of our knowledge and belief.
Kenneth D. Allen
Selectmen of Hampton Falls William W. Marston
Suzanne Breiseth
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COMPARATIVE STATEMENT OF APPROPRIATIONS & EXPENDITURES




































#22 Dry Hydrant Cis
#23 Fire Reserve Fu
#25 Highway Block G
#26 Curtis Rd Culve
#27 Solid Waste Dis
#29 Seacoast Ment.
#30 MacFarland Ch.
#31 Big B/Big S
#32 Town Forest Res
APPROPRIATION EXPENDITURE BALANCE OVERDRAFT
23,500 28,794 294
2 3,60 5) 19,157 4,443
2,700 2,363 337
1 ,000 965 35
13,900 12,517 1,,617









:L16,500 118,219 1 ,719
1 ,800 1,66 5 135
42,150 44,579 2 ,429
4 ,700 2,753 1,947
8,677 8,413 264
6,000 125 5,875
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FINANCIAL REPORT FOR THE TOWN OF HAMPTON FALLS
for the calendar year
ended
December 31, 1986
This is to certify that the information contained in this
report was taken from official records and is complete to
the best of our knowledge and belief.
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DONALD F. MASON. P.A.
JONR. LANG. C.P.A.
THOMAS L. MARSH. C.P.A.
MICHAEL G. LULL, C.P.A.
RALPH P. SCHMITT. C.P.A.
JOHN E. LYFORD. C.P.A.
MARIAN C. STACEY. C.P.A.
TELEPHONE (603) 224-2000
TWO CAPITAL PLAZA. SUITE 3-1




Town of Hampton Falls
Hampton Falls, New Hampshire 03844
In accordance with the engagement letter we have with you, the audit
of the Town's 1986 financial statements is in progress.
It is anticipated that the completed audit report will be in your










State of N.H.- Highways $ 20,133.73
State of N.H. - Revenue Sharing 42,944.22
U.S. Government - Revpnue Sharing 8,410.34
Exeter Banking Company - Interest on
Revenue Sharing 361.13
Bank Meridian - T.A.N. 900,000.00
Bank Meridian - Interest, CD's 21,418.05
Bank Meridian - Interest, NOW Account 5,318.80




Wedding Licenses (Town) 441.00










Building Permit Fees 28,608.00
Board of Adjustment 885.48
Police Department - Reports 110.00
Police Department - Tickets 70.00
Police Department - Animal fines 322.35
Permit Fees - "Vegas Nights" 7 5 . '
5
Library - Payroll 11,750.05
Driveway Permit Fees 781.30
Pistol Permits 128.00
Bond for Timber 15.00
1985 Property Tax 79,261.10
Interest on Property Tax 4,030.55
1985 Resident Tax 840.00
Penalties on Resident Tax 86.00
Inventory Penalties 583.69
Current Use Penalties 45,948.24
Current Use Interest 1,437.19
1984 Property Tax Redeemed 11,302.26
Interest & Costs on 1984 Property
Tax Redeemed 2,168.10
1983 Property Tax Redeemed 6,677.76
Interest & Costs on 1983 Property
Tax Redeemed 2,542.43
Yield Taxes 1,165.73
Overpayment of Tax 8.52
1985 Property Tax Redeemed 1,411.55
Interest & Costs on 1985 Property
Tax Redeemed 24.48
1986 Property Tax 1,116,778.36
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Interest on 1986 Property Tax
1986 Resident Tax
Penalties on 1986 Resident Tax
N.H. Unemployment Comp . Fund Dividends
Hampton Falls Grange Rent '85
Hampton Falls Grange Rent "86
Police Reimbursement for Photos
Sale of Vital Statistics Books
Cablevision Service Co. - Franchise Fee
Seacoast Engineering Assoc. - Town Forest
Earl Barker, Refund
H.F. Historical Society - Site Lease
Library - Sale of Bicentennial Books
Sale of Cemetery Lots
Surety Bond - Milburn Place
Dump Openings
Duplicate Tax Bill
Service Charge - Returned Check
NHMA Reimbursement - Ins. Pool Study
Town Clerk - Unidentified Deposits
Tax Collector - Unidentified Deposit
Mernorab ilia
Reimbursement - Cruiser Accident
Reimbursements - Police Duty
TOTAL
Cash on Hand 1-1-86
Total
Less Selectmen's Order to Pay
Cash on Hand 12-31-86
FEDERAL REVENUE SHARING ACCOUNT




Transfer to General Fund— Highways 8,771.47
On Hand 12-31-86 0.00
Account Closed
Fire Department Capital Reserve Funri -- see page 22A






























REPORT OF THE TOWN CLERK
Motor vehicles registprod 2336
Collected 3153,176.50
Paid Treasurer 153,176.53
Title applications file>d $436
Collected 436
Paid Treasurer 436






Certified copies issued 48
Collected $144.33




Zoning materials sold in the amount of $348.33
Paid Treasurer $848.33
Marriage licenses issued 114
Collected $835.33
Paid Treasurer $835.33
Filing fees received 8
Collpcted $13.33
Paid Treasurer $13.33
Tax liens filed 9
Collected $72.33
Paid Treasurer $72.33
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During 1986 the library experienced improvements to its
physical facilities, changes in personnel, in status
within the New Hampshire Statewide Library System and
legitimization of its correct corporation title.
Improvements consisted of painting the wheelchair ramp and
banisters as well as the side entrance stairs and
platform. Skid-proof stripping on, and a donated cedar
gutter above these stairs, were installed. To comply with
insurance requirements a fence had to be constructed
between the parking lot and the strip of grass along
Exeter Road, therefore diverting the main access to the
library from the front entrance to the side entrance.
The outside bulletin board and the bookdrop were
consequently moved to the parking lot side of the
building. Minor repairs to improve outside and inside
overall appearances were accomplished throughout the year.
A small refrigerator, a calculator and new stacking
chairs for children were purchased bo accommodate the
increasing number of youngsters participating in Story
Hour programs.
The trustees accepted with regret Anne Ferreira's
resignation as Head Librarian early in the year. In
response to notices in area newspapers, several resumees
submitted and interviews granted, Pamela Schwotzer was
offered the position vacated. She assumed her duties as
Head Librarian on May 20. Martha Batchelder, longtime
library assistant for- Saturday hours, retired with the end
of October. Her position was filled by Barbara Hennessey.
The employment of three substitute library assistant was
approved by the Board.
Early in the year the Board of Trustees applied for the
status of "Associate Library" within the New Hampshire
Statewide Library Development System. Membership in the
System shall become effective on acceptance of CHAPTER 1IB
430 by the Committee of Administrative Rules. (Lib 401.02
Wp have until January 1, 1988 to attain the Associate
level of standards.
The Trustees wish to express their gratitude to
individuals and organizations who donated funds,
magazines, memorial gifts, time, labor and materials to
the library. Memorial books were purchased during 1986
through the George Healey Fund, Fleming Fund, Rosemary
Bohm Fund, and in memory of Harlan Titcomb. Special
thanks to the library staff and volunteers who contributed
experience, talent and time to make our library visits
rewarding and keep the library functioning flawlessly.
The Board of Trustees held monthly meetings with the
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exception of July and August. Two additional sessions had
been called in February , one due to Anne Ferreira's
resignation, the second for Pamela Sehwotzer's formal
interview by the Board.
Board meetings are called for 7:30 PM in the library on
the first Tuesday of each month, September through June.
One exception being the March meeting, which will be held








Story Hour attendance: 183
Summer Reading Program participants: 49
Other Statistics
Materials in collection as of 1/1/86
Materials added by purchase
Materials added by gift
Total
Materials withdrawn from collection














M/M A. Carlson, for lg. print books










Mrs. Paul Mclnnis, Donation
Russell P. Merrill, Sr., Donation
Mrs. Inez Scott, Donation
Batchelder Reunion
Newsletter, from Town
Sale of Town Map
Sale of books by Martha Batchelder
Refund
Interest, Exeter Banking Co.



























Exeter & Hampton Electric
New England Telephone and AT&T
H.W. Wilson











































NH Secretary of State 10.00
Anne Ferreira, Newsletter 155.42
PIP Newsletter 225.49
Ingeborg Brandt, Newsletter 397.48
Ladies Home Journal 16.97
Good Housekeeping 12.97
Hampton Union 32.70






A . L . A
.
4 7.00
William Humphrey, Sign 45.00
Union Leader 147.42
Hampton Falls Postmaster 22.00
Hoyts Offices Suplies 81.22
I. Brandt, Supplies 208.07




Phillips Exeter Academy 130.68
Seacoast Framer 31.00
Bridgeport Bindery 22.95
Mrs. George Hoyt , cake for M. Batchelder's
retirement party 35.00
Lee Hodges, Calculator 44.97
Lee Hodges, Ref r idgerat or 79.97
World Book Encyclopedia 56.85
Doubleday 63.56
Balloons of Exeter 50.00
Porter Sargent 36.93
Original Office Outlet 95.00
MacMillan 376.00
Batchelder's Book Store 33.05
Upstart 41.10
Michael Connors 236.00
Early American Life 12.97
1-2-3 Contact 11.95
Pam Schwotzer, Conference & Travel 135.16
Tracy Healey, Paint 22.94
Tracy Healey, Flowers, M. Batcheldor 8.50
Reading Resources 473.56
Eastern Book 672.05
N.E. Librarians Association 10.0
Anne Ferreira, Librarian 818.90
Pamela Schwotzer, Librarian 3,308.24
Kathleen Tebbets, Assistant Librarian #1 3,523.74
Martha Batchelder, Assistant Librarian 570.51
Ingeborg Brandt, Temporary Librarian 1,355.15
Barbara Hennessey, Library Assistant 66.16
Betty Morrill, Temporary Assistant 44.57
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Charles Akerman, Custodian














DETAILED STATEMENT OF PAYMENTS
(4010) Town Officers Salaries
Charles Mutrie $ 136.50
Douglas Darlington $ 172.50
Dorothy Wilde $ 3,437.00
Eric Small $ 1 ,800.00
Frank Ferreira, Treasurer $ 1,300.00
J. Timothy Samway $ 135.00
Kenneth Allen $ 1,834.00
Ruth D. Blatchford $ 5,118.00
Ruth D. Blatchford $ 1,568.88
Suzanne Breiseth % 3,538.50
Shirley Gustavson $ 8,186.02
William Marston $ 1,351.00
Suzanne Breiseth ...... $ 217.00
Town Officers Salaries $28,794.40 **
(4020) Town Officers Expenses
AT&T Information Systems $ 728.56
AT&T $ 27.40
Barkers Print Shop $ 70.00
B & C Adm. Int'l Inc $ 230.00
Branham Publishing Co $ 28.30
CCS Computer Systems $ 241.17
Central Equipment Company $ 50.00
CGC % 1,635.00
Computer Commons, Inc. $ 129.95
Computer Professionals $ 2,516.60
Carol Webb $ 150.00
David D. MacArthur SRPA * 350.00
Dorothy Wilde $ 3.00
Earl J., Barker L * 55.00
Edward ff. Quimby $ 183.00
E.F. Howard, Reg. Probate $ 2.00
Equity Publishing Corp $ 211.45
Eric Small $ 303.98
Federal Express Corp. $ 16.50
Government Printing Off. $ 2.50
Gene Roe .......$ 65. 00
Granite State Office $ 925.16
Hoyt's Office Products $ 430.23
Homestead Press $ 16.50
Jean M. Harmon $ 105.42
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Loring, Short & Harmon .».. . $ 82.45
Library Trustees $ 200.60
Merrimack Business Mach. $ 244.01
Municipal Mgmt Cnslts Inc $ 4,792.00
National Market Reports $ 47.00
New Enqland Telephone Co $ 1,490.12
NH Assoc. Assesing Off $ 20.00
N.H. City, Tn Clerk Assoc $ 12.00
N.H. Municipal Associate $ 582.32
N.H. Tax Collectors Assoc $ 15.00
Treasurer, State Of N.H $ 256.64
Northern Essex $ 106.00
Nashua Regional Plan. Com $ 10.00
Ruth D. Blatchford % 582.65
Ruth D. Blatchford $ 27.93
Real Data Corp. $ 16.00
Rockingham County .................... $ 190.47
Safeguard Business Sys. $ 102.24
Suzanne Breiseth $ 72.22
Shirley tustavson % 1,027.36
Smith Office Inc. .. $ 30.60
Smith Office Inc. $ 25.80
Town of Northwood ....................$ .00
Tom-Ray Office Supply Inc % 155.31
United States Postal Svce $ 235.00
U.S. Postal Service $ 235.00
Wheeler & Clark $ 122.07
Town Officers Expenses $19,156.91 **
(4030) Election & Registration
Betty Merrill $ 66.25
Betty Merrill $ 123.75
Blanche Pevear $ 90.00
Charles Akerman, Jr. ....... $ 210.00
Dorothy Wilde $ 131.25
Dorothy Wilde $ 58.75
Elaine Wolles .. $ 15.00
Frank Ferreira $ 280.00
Hoyt's Office Products .... ............ $ 4.50
Joyce Marelli $ 15.00
Kathleen J. Tebbetts $ 66.25
Kathleen J. Tebbetts $ 123.75
LTD Commodities, Inc $ 27.47
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THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
TOWN OF HAMPTON FALLS
TOWN WARRANT FOR 1987
To the inhabitants of the Town of Hampton Falls in the
County of Rockingham in said State, qualified to vote on
Town Affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Town Hall, Route
88, in said Hampton Falls, on Tuesday, March 10, 1987, at
10:00 a.m., to cast ballots until 8:00 p.m. of the same
day, and to meet, in the Leavitt Brown Gymnasium in the
Lincoln Akerman School, Route 88, Friday, March 13, 1987,
at 7:30 p.m., to act on the Articles below.
Further, you are hereby notified that the moderator will
process the absentee ballots at 3:15 p.m., on March 11,
1987, pursuant to RSA 659:49.
Art icl e 1 : To choose all necessary Town Officers for the
year ensuing.
A r t i c
1
n 2 : Are you in favor of adopting an Amendment to
Article VIII, Section 1, of the Hampton Falls Zoning
Ordinance as proposed by the Planning Board by changing
the penalty for a violation from $50 to $100 and, in
amended form, to read:
Every person, persons, firm or corporation
violating any of the provisions of this Ordinance
may be fined not more than one hundred ($100)
dollars upon conviction for each day such violation
may exist.
(Recommended by the Planning Board)
(On the Official Ballot)
Article 3 : Are you in favor of adopting an Amendment to
Section 10 of the Hampton Falls Building Code Ordinance as
proposed by the Planning Board by changing the penalty for
a violation from $50 to $100 and, in amended form, to
read:
1A
Any person, persons, firm-or corporations violating
any of the provisions of this Ordinance shall be
subject to a fine not exceeding one hundred ($100)
dollars for each violation. Each day that any
violation is allowed to continue constitutes a
separate offense.
(Recommended by the Planning Board)
(On the Official Ballot)
Article 4 ; Are you in favor of adopting an Amendment to
Section 2, Article 2.15, of the Hampton Falls Building
Code Ordinance as proposed by the Planning Board by
increasing the time period in which the Building Inspector
is required to either issue or deny a permit by changing
the present "five days" to "fifteen days" and, in amended
form, to read:
Issue or deny residential permits within fifteen
(15) days of receipt of application.
(Recommended by the Planning Board)
(On the Official Ballot)
Article 5 ; Are you in favor of the amendment of the
Hampton Falls Zoning Ordinance as petitioned by
twenty-five (25) or more registered voters, which would
allow the conduct of auctions as a special exception
subject to the terms and conditions spelled out below:
Amend Article III, Section 3 - Agricultural-
Residence District ("A District") by adding the
following sub-section:
3.5 Special Exception for Auctions : Buildings
existing at the time of passage of this
ordinance may be. used for the conducting of
auctions if the Hampton Falls Board of
Adjustment finds that said use would not be
injurious to public health and safety and
further that no building in which auction sales
will take place is within 50 feet of any
property line; moreover adequate off-street
parking is available so that parking will not
be necessary or allowed, on a town road or state
highway and there will be no outside storage of
materials or display of materials visible from
a town road or state highway except on the day
of the auction.
2A
The above Special Exception procedure shall not
be required in those instances of on-site
auctions or sales for the sole purpose of
disposing of real and/or personal property in
connection with settlements of estates or
liquidations of business assets by the estate
or executor thereof or by the owner of the
property of assets involved.
(Not Recommended by the Planning Board)
(On the Official Ballot)
Article 6 ; To see if the Town will vote to raise
and appropriate the sum of $188,00.0 for the purpose
of purchasing land next to the Town Hall for
municipal purposes and to authorize the Selectmen
to issue bonds or notes in the amount of $120,000
in accordance with the provisions of the Municipal
Finance Act (NH RSA 33) and to authorize the
Selectmen to issue and negotiate such bonds
or notes and to determine the rate of interest
thereon; furthermore, to authorize the withdrawal
from the Land Purchase Capital Reserve Fund in the
amount of $49,000 and the balance to be funded
through the December 31, 1986 general fund surplus.
Bond 120,003





(Polls Open for One Hour)
Article 7 : To see if the Town will vote to change
the purpose of the Capital Reserve Fund,
established in 1986 and known as the Fire
Protection Fund, and to transfer the funds to a new
account, to be called the Land Purchase Capital
Reserve Fund.
(2/3 vote required)
Article 8 ; To see if the Town will vote to lapse
into surplus the balance of the Town Forest Fund,
as established in Article 29 of the 1971 Annual
Town Meeting, in accordance with RSA 31:113.
3A
Article 9 : To see if the Town will vote to
instruct the Board of Selectmen to appoint a five
member Municipal Building Study Committee for the
purpose of making recommendations to the 1988
Annual Town Meeting on the development of a
municipal center on town owned land at intersection
of Rt 88 and Drinkwater Road.
Article 10 : To see if the Town will vote to raise such
sums of money as may be necessary to defray town charges
for the ensuing year and make appropriations of the same
Article 11 ; To see if the Town will vote to authorize the
Selectmen to borrow money in anticipation of taxes.
Article 12 : To see if the Town will vote to authorize the
Board of Selectmen to apply for, accept and expend money
from the state, federal or another governmental unit or
private source which becomes available during the year in
accordance with the procedures set forth in RSA 31:95-b.
Article 13 : To see if the Town will vote that the
Selectmen may accept any and all legacies, gifts, grants,
and subsidies to the Town in Trust or otherwise.
Article 14 : To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $22,600 for the purpose of hiring a
private firm to conduct a complete revaluation of all
properties for tax assessment purposes starting in 1987.
Article 15 : To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sura of $2,000 for the development of a new
town cemetery on Nason Road.
Article 16 : To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $3,100 for the purchase of a
typewriter and portable radio and accessories for the
Police Department.
Article 17 : To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $16,000 to establish a Capital
Reserve Fund to be known as the Fire Truck Fund for the
purpose of buying a fire truck in accordance with RSA
35:1.
4A
Article 18 ; To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $25,003 to add to the Capital
Reserve Fund as established at the 1985 Annual Town
Meeting (Article 7), known as the Fire Station Fund, for
the purpose of constructing a new fire station in
accordance with RSA 35:1.
Article 19 ; To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $6,000 to establish a Capital
Reserve Fund to be known as the Fire Department Equipment
Fund for the purpose of purchasing new equipment for the
Fire Department in accordance with RSA 35:1.
Article 20 ; To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $18,659 to reimburse the State of
New Hampshire for an overpayment made to the Town under
the State Highway Block Grant Program in 1985.
Article 21 ; To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $32,000 for the reconstruction of
the King Street culvert.
Article 22 ; To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $2,103 for the replacement of a
fence along Drinkwater Road at the site of the old dump.
Article 23 ; To see if the Town will vote to instruct the
moderator to appoint three citizens to serve on a special
unpaid committee to be known as a Regional Refuse Disposal
Planning Committee for the purpose of studying the
advisability of establishing a regional refuse disposal
district and drawing up a proposed agreement therefore, as
authorized by RSA 53-B and report back to the town.
Article 24 ; To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $2,300 for the purpose of meeting
the expenses of the Regional Refuse Disposal Planning
Committee established by the preceding Article 25.
Article 25 ; To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $10,000 to establish a Capital
Reserve Fund, to be known as the Library Building Fund,
for the purpose of the expansion of the library in
accordance with RSA 35:1.
Article 26 ; To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $1,500 to establish a Capital
Reserve Fund, to be known as the Library Computer Fund,
for the purpose of purchasing a computer terminal for the
library in accordance with RSA 35:1.
5A
Article 27 : To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $2,003 for the purpose of painting
the library.
Article 28 : To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $5,030 to establish a Capital
Reserve Fund, to be known as the Conservation Land Fund,
for thp purpose of purchasing land for open space purposes
in accordance with RSA 35:1.
Article 29 : To see if the Town will vote to raise and
Appropriate the sum of $5,003 for the purpose of surveying
town owned land.
Article 30 : To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $5,000 for making improvements at.
the town landing on Depot Road.
Article 31 : To see if the Town will vote to repeal the
vote of an earlier town meeting to elect auditors and to
authorize the Selectmen to engage a professional
accountant to conduct the annual audit in accordance with
RSA 41:31.
Article 32 : To see if the Town will vote to authorize the
Selectmen to take advantage of and adopt the provisions of
RSA 676:17 Fines and Penalties, as it relates to the
enforcement of zoning, site plan, building code and land
use board regulations.
Article 33 : To see if the Town will vote to instruct the
town's representative to the Court to take all necessary
measures to insure that no low level radioactive waste
from the Seabrook nuclear plant, shall be stored or
disposed of within the Town of Hampton Falls unless and
until the proposed site of the proposed storage or
disposal has been approved by the voters of- the town at
the annual Town Meeting by written ballot:
Article 34 : Upon petition of George I. Vatcher and nine
other legal voters: To see if the town will vote to
protect the health and safety of all residents by
directing town public safety officials to ensure that town
emergency plans take into consideration the operation of
Seabrook Station, providing that the cost of these plans
will be borne by the Seabrook owners through existing
agreements with the State of New Hampshire. These plans
shall be developed regardless of any decision to reduce
the official Emergency Planning Zone around Seabrook
Station.
Art icle 35 : To see if the Town will vote to authorize the
Board of Selectmen to sell any tax sale property which the
Town may own and have the legal right to sell.
6A
Article 36 : To transact any other business as may legally
come before this meeting.
Given under our hands and seals this '/ of February, in
the year of our Lord Onp Thousand Nine Hundred and
Eighty-seven
.
Selectmen of Hampton Falls
A true copy of Warrant -- Attest:
Selectmen of Hampton Falls
-Jwv<-&~Cfc^ ^- &£££st*-^
(^djM^yyh^z
Wp hereby certify that we gave notice to the inhabitants,
within named, to meet at the time and place and for the
purpose within named, by posting an attested copy of the
within Warrant at the place of meeting within named, and a
like attested copy at the Library and Post Office, being
public places in said Town on the )f T/~ day of February,
1987.
Selectmen of Hampton Falls
7A
STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE ADMINISTRATION
Municipal Services Division
BUDGET OF THE TOWN
V/l Hampton Falls IM I
Appropriations and Estimates of Revenue tor the Ensuing Year January 1, 1987 to December 31,
1987 or for Fiscal Year From 19 to 19
Date February 1 7, 1987
R.S.A., Chap. 31, Sect. 95. Immediately upon the close of the fiscal year the budget committee in towns
where such committees exist, otherwise the selectmen, shall prepare a budget on blanks prescribed by the
Department of Revenue Administration. Such budget shall be posted with the town warrant and shall be printed
in the town report at least one week before the date of the town meeting.
THIS BUDGET SHALL BE POSTED WITH THE TOWN WARRANT
8A















1 Town Oflicers Salary 28.500 28,794 45,000
2 Town OMicers Expenses 23,600 19,157 20,185
3 Election and Registration Expenses 2,700 2,363 1,625
4 Cemeteries 1,000 965 1 ,150
5 General Government Buildings 10,900 12,517 12,300
6 Reappraisal ol Property
7 Planning and Zoning 28,480 32,329 36r200.
8 Legal Expenses 15,000 7,228 11,000
9 Advertising and Regional Association 3,253 3,253 5.153
10 Contingency Fund 5,000 3.000
11 Town Clock 500 300 500
12 Leqal #19, "86, Municipal Land #6 '87 R,nnn 443 iRR,nnn
13 aiiH i t- }1S "llfi/PPvalnst-inn #14 'R7 i
l
5nn 22 j «""
fi l nn 5,217 7 nnn
PUBLIC SAFETY
15 Police Department 58, q 50 60,510 7 Q j 000
16 Fire Department f n 6,000 6 000
17 Civil Defense ^0 1 00
18 Building Inspection
19 Fu°l 5 500 3.171 1 000
20 p^rtahl #21 '86/ 1 466 1.466
22 Police Radio's "Typewriter "f 16 '87 3.100
HIGHWAYS, STREETS & BRIDGES
23 Town Maintenance 16.500 118.219 105.000
24 General Highway Department Expenses
25 Street Lighting 1 .800 1 ,665 1.700
26 Curtis Rd. #26 '86 21
r
000 21 ,447
27 Hghy Block Grant Rei mbursement #25 'R6/#?0 '87 lR
r
659 1R,65R 1R.659




31 Solid Waste Disposal 42, 150 44,579 51 ,500
32 Garbage Removal
33 Solid Waste ni.strict #27 ' Rfi 2,000 ?,nnn
34 ppncp - Old Dump *9? '87 ?, ion
35 Regional Disposal Committee #?4 '87 2,300
36
HEALTH
37 Health Department 4, 700 ? , 75^ 3,70(1
38 Hospitals and Ambulances
39 Animal Control
40 Vital Statistics










45 Old Age Assistance
46 AidtoJhellisabJad-qpapoAsI- Ment-al HepH-h #?Q'R ^ i;nn 600
47 Riohie MrFarlsnrl fhilflrons Pe^t-e.-
jf
in 'R ; ?nn ?on



















86 Resident Taxes 10,000 9,730 9,800
87 National Bank Stock Taxes
88 Yield Taxes 400 1,166 1,000
89 Interest and Penalties on Taxes 10,000 10,560 9,000
90 Inventory Penalties 200 584 500
91 Current Use Penalties 35,000 45,944 24,000
92 Timber Tax . 15
INTERGOVERNMENTAL REVENUES • STATE
93 Shared Revenue -Block Grant 16,200 42,944 42,944
94 Highway Block Grant 20,134 20,134 23,125
95 Railroad Tax
96 State Aid Water Pollution Project






INTERGOVERNMENTAL REVENUES • FEDERAL






1 08 Motor Vehicle Permit Fees i2s,ooo l RO, 1 70 174,000
109 Dog Licenses i ,?on 1 ,0S4 1 ,000









113plng.Fki, Rri. of Adjust
.
,
Driveway Permits 10,000 A,SS? 8.400
CHARGES FOR SERVICES
1 14 Income trom Departments 1 ,200 fi^n 1 .200






1 20 Interest of Deposits 45,000 -*R,Qfi4 25,000
121 Sale ol Town Property 200 1 , ? nn 500
122 Cable Vision Franchise Fee 1,500 1 j "0? 1,800
123 NH Mun. Unemployment Fund 200 3^6 300
124 Miscellaneous Receipts 100 1 9 100
125 Pol ice Detai 1 s 1 76 n 1,500
OTHER FINANCING SOURCES
126 Proceeds of Bonds and Long-Term Notes 120.000
1 27 Income from Water and Sewer Departments
1 28 Withdrawal from Capital Reserve 49.000
129 Revenue Sharing Fund 9,^00
130 Fund Balance 19.000
131 Reimbursement 3.492
132

















49 Library 21.9)0 ",755. 25.943
50 Parks and Recreation
51 Patriotic Purposes 400 4nn 400
52 Conservation Commission 250 9^n 210
53 Town Common 1.200 1,54? 1 ,20(1
54 Town Forest Restoration #32 '86 40,437 12,753
55 Li brary .Painti nq #27 '87 ?, nnn
56 Depot Rd. Landinct Improvements #30 '87 5,000
DEBT SERVICE
57 Principal of Long-Term Bonds & Notes
58 Interest Expense - Long-Term Bonds & Notes 5,»nn
59 Interest Expense - Tax Anticipation Notes 4'5 ,000 32,952 T?,nnn









67 Payments to Capital Reserve Funds:
68 Fire Dept. CRF #23 '86 4fi,non 46.000
69 Fire Truck #17 '87 l fi,nnn
70 Fire Station #18 '87 ?^,nnn
71 Fire Equipment #19 '87 6,000
72 LLbrary Expansion #25 '87 10,000
73 Library Computer #26 '87 1,500
74 Conserva tion Land #28 '87 5.000
75 Town for;;st 2,000 2.000
MISCELLANEOUS
76 Municipal Water Department
77 Municipal Sewer Department
78 Municipal Electric Department
79 FICA, Retirement & Pension Contributions 8,800 6.353 9,800
80 Insurance 30,800 30.666 35.020
81 Unemployment Compensation
82 Administrative Assistant #18 '86 12,100 12,024
83 Survey Town Land #29 '87 5.000
84
85 TOTAL APPROPRIATIONS 658,602 571 ,597 852.524
Less: Amount of Estimated Revenues, Exclusive of Taxes (Line 133) 535.569
316.955
BUDGET OF THE TOWN OF aiMPTON FALLS . N.H.
THIS BUDGET SHALL BE POSTED WITH THE TOWN WARRANT
11A
TOWN OF HAMPTON FALLS
SCHOOL DISTRICT WARRANT
1987
THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
To the Inhabitants of the School District of the Town of Hampton Falls, in the
County of Rockingham, State of New Hampshire, qualified to vote upon District Affairs:
YOU ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED TO MEET AT THE LINCOLN AKERMAN SCHOOL IN HAMPTON FALLS, ON
THURSDAY, THE NINETEENTH DAY OF MARCH, 1987, AT SEVEN THIRTY IN THE EVENING TO ACT UPON
THE FOLLOWING SUBJECTS:
Notice: School District Officers will be elected at the Town Meeting (Hampton Falls
Town Hall, March 10, 1987. Polls open at 10:00 a.m. and close at 8:00 p.m.) in accord-
ance with the Statutory Election Procedure adopted by the District at its March 1970
Annual Meeting.
1. To see if the District will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $2,738,000
(two million seven hundred thirty-eight thousand dollars) for the construction
of an addition to the existing school building, for providing equipment and
furnishings for the addition, for architectural and other service fees, for site devel-
opment, for any other items incidental to or necessary for the construction including
modification of the heat system in the existing school building and for purchasing addition-
al land adjacent to the presently owned school land; to determine whether the appro-
priation shall be raised by the issuance or sale of bonds or notes on the credit of the
Hampton Falls School District in accordance with the provisions of the municipal finance
act (RSA Chapter 33) to authorize the School Board to invest said monies and to use the
interest earned thereon for said project; to authorize the School Board to obtain State
and any other aid which nay be or become available; to authorize the School Board (1)
to determine the time and place of payment of principle and interest (2) the rate of
interest, (3) the provisions for the sale of notes and/or bonds, (4) all the matters
in connection therewith; or to take any other action relative thereto.
2. To see if the District will vote to ratify the conveyance by the School Board
to Hampton Falls Realty Trust that triangular piece of land located on the WESTERLY
side of Route 88, the apex of which is at the intersection of Route 88 and Lafayette
Road, shown on "Development Site Plan of Hampton Falls Realty Trust, Lafayette Road,
County of Rockingham" dated August, 1986, Richard P. Millette and Associates, being
more particularly bounded and described as follows:
EASTERLY by said Route 88;
NORTHERLY by the SOUTHERLY side of a forty foot right-of-way as
shown on said Plan; and
SOUTHWESTERLY by other land of the Hampton Falls Realty Trust.
3. To see if the District will vote to authorize the Hampton Falls School Board
to accept State and/or Federal grants and/or gifts for the Hampton Falls School District.
4. To see what sum of money the District will raise and appropriate for the
support of schools, for the salaries of School Officials and Agents, and for the payment
of statutory obligations of the District.
5. To see what action the District will take in relation to reports of Agents,
Auditors, Committees or Officers chosen and pass any vote relating thereto.
6. To transact any other business that may legally come before said meeting.
GIVEN UNDER OUR HANDS AND SEALS AT SAID HAMPTON FALLS THIS NINETEENTH DAY OF
FEBRUARY, 1987.
Charlyn E. Brown Chairperson
Andrew G. Drakides
Warren R. Kinsman
A true copy of Warrant -- Attest:
School Board





TOWN OF HAMPTON FALLS
SCHOOL DISTRICT WARRANT
Election of Officers - 1987
THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
To the Inhabitants of the School District in the Town of Hampton Falls,
in the County of Rockingham, State of New Hampshire, qualified to vote upon
District Affairs:
YOU ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED TO MEET AT THE TOWN HALL IN SAID DISTRICT ON
TUESDAY, THE TENTH DAY OF MARCH, 1987, AT TEN O'CLOCK IN THE MORNING TO VOTE
FOR DISTRICT OFFICERS:
1. To choose a tloderator for the ensuing year.
2. To choose a Clerk for the ensuing year.
3. To choose a Treasurer for the ensuing year.
4. To choose a member of the School Board for the ensuing three years.
POLLS WILL NOT CLOSE BEFORE 8:00 P.M.
The foregoing procedure calling for the election of your District Officers
at the Annual Town Meeting is authorized by Statute(RSA: 671:2) and was adopted
by the District at its 1970 Annual Meeting.
GIVEN UNDER OUR HANDS AND SEALS AT SAID HAMPTON FALLS THIS ]8th DAY OF
FEBRUARY, 1987.
Charlyn E. Brown Chairperson
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SECTION III ESTIMATED REVENUES
1
REVENUES & CREDITS AVAILABLE










770 Unreserved Fund Balance 11.553 -0-
3000 Revenue from Slaie Sources xxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxx XXXXXXXXXXXX
3110 Foundation Aid 9,081 3.178
3120 Sweepstakes
3130 Incentive Aid
' 3140 Foster Children
' 3210 School Building Aid 82,100
3220 Area Vocational School
3230 Driver Education
I 3240 Handicapped Aid
i 3250 Adult Education
i 3270 Child Nutrition
Other finn <^n




4460 Child Nutrition Proaram 3.000 3.000
4470 Handicapped Program
Other
5000 Other Sources xxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxx
! 5220 Trans. From Cap. Projects Fund
5230 Trans. From Cap. Reserve Fund
' 5100 Sale of Bonds or Notes 2.738.000
I
1000 Local Rev other than Taxes xxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxx
1300 Tuition
1500 Earnings on Investments 6,500 6,500
1700 Pupil Activities
Other- Lunch Sales 25,000 25,000
— SUPPLEMENTAL APPROPRIATION (CONTRA)
TOTAL SCHOOL REVENUES & CREDITS 55.734 2.858,328
DISTRICT ASSESSMENT 746,239 1,326.339
TOTAL REVENUES & DISTRICT ASSESSMENT
801,973 4,184,667
(School ponion of the Business Profits Tax S
.
to tne District Assessment when computing the School Tax Rate.)
BUDGET OF THE SCHOOL DISTRICT
OF HAMPTON FALLS , N.H.













On Hand 1-1-86 22,920.54
Appropriation 2,000.00
Interest 3,649. 17
On Hand 12-31-86 28,569.71
FIRE STATION CAPITAL RESERVE FUND *
On Hand 1-1-86 4,349.40
Appropriation 46,000.00
Interest 439.22
On Hand 12-31-86 50,788.62




Ruth D. Blatchford $ 15.00
Richard Bohm $ .00
Richard 0. Bohm $ 315.00
Stella S. McEachern $ 15.00
The Squamscott Press $ 342.40
Sandra E. Smoker ......... $ 190.00
The Waysider $ 273.66
Election & Registration $2,363.03 **
(4040) Cemeteries
David Batchelder $ 668.00
Lee Marelli % 150.00
Peter Allen $ 147.00
Cemeteries $965.00 **
(4050) Government Buildings
Charles Akerman, Jr. $ 26.58
Charles Akerman Jr. .... $ 629.75
Dodge's Agway $ 5.99
Dowling Corp. $ 525.74
Eastern Propane Gas, Inc $ 1,965.88
Ernest Gregorowicz $ 300.00
Exeter & Hampton Electric $ 1,362.39
Garden of Eves Greenhouse $ 2,115.00
George F. Merrill $ 123.00
Hampton Dry Cleaners $ 40.20
Hampton Falls Grange $ 5.00
Lee Marelli $ 24.75
Martha Batchelder $ 50.00
Newell Eaton $ 1,625.00
Peter J. Lonergan $ 919.11
Portsmouth Paper Company .................... $ 30.06
Ronald Locke $ 151.46
Suzanne Breiseth $ 91.09
Seabrook Hardware $ 120.76
Union Flag Co. $ 64.00
Vernon R. Small $ 2,030.58
Ken Wakefield Trucking $ 256.00
William Humphrey $ 55.00
Government Buildings $12,517.34 **
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(4070) Planning i Zoning
Allied Printing, Inc. .. . .... $ 1,048.30
Douglas Darlington $ 127.60
Ernest E. Veinotte Assoc. . $ 30.88
Gene Roe $ 2,537.50
Holly E. Knowles $ 1,499.44
Hoyt's Office Products $ 82.89
Jean M. Harmon $ 226.18
Newell Eaton $ 15,039.20
NEIUPCC $ 15.00
N.H. Municipal Associate $ 25.00
Pam Darlington $ 30.00
The Portsmouth Herald $ 160.84
R.U. Batchelder $ 487.53
Richard Bohm $ 1,870.69
Richard P. Millette Assoc $ 2,231.25
Rockingham Cnty News $ 1,509.77
Rockingham County .................... $ 49.00
Rockingham Conservation $ 134.50
Rockingham Planning Comm $ 3,135.78
Seacoast Enq. Associates $ 210.00
Shirley Gustavson .................... $ 83.13
Steven Sicard $ 1,009.75
U.S. Postal Service $ 562.75
U.S. Postal Service $ 117. 50

















Hampton Recreation Dept $






Rockingham Child & Family * 560.00
Seacoast Nursing Assoc $ 1,818.00
Regional Associations $3,253.00 **
(4094) Town Clock
Charles Akerman Jr. $ 300.00
Town Clock $300.00 **
(4110) Police Department
Andrew Christie, Jr $ 25,483.90
Access $ 123.50
Ben's Uniforms $ 1,135.13
Central Equipment Company $ 159.6?
Civil Liability Institute % 40.00
David Currier $ 42.00
Dean Glover $ 14,276.74
Dick's Tire Service, Inc. $ 45.00
Equity Publishing Corp $ 130.75
Fred L. Wiggin, Inc. $ 388.74
Holly E. Knowles % 321.00
Hoyt's Office Products $ 109.81
I.D. Checking Guide $ 17.45
Internal Revenue Service t 3.16
John H. McEachern III * 429.60
McFarland Ford Sales, Inc $ 265.35
Motortown $ 18.00
New England Telephone Co $ 796.58
NH Assoc. of Police Chiefs * 30.00
N.H. Department of Safety $ 42.44
N.H. Division Of Purchase t 96.81
The Photosmith * 27.46
Rockingham Cnty News $ 20.15
Robbins Auto Parts, Inc. $ 217.99
Seabrook Hardware .... % 3.08
Skip's Stereo Shop $ 189.00
Smith's Warehouse Store i 175.00
U.S. Postal Service $ 61.00
Wayne's Auto Body $ 3,814.53
Whelen Eng. Co., Inc $ 151.64






Police Department $60,510.28 **
(4120) Fire Department
$ 6,000.00











Fuel Expense $3,170.91 *#
(4200) Highway Department
Alwin Eaton Jr. $ 1,094.00
AT&T Information Systems $ 6.95
Chester Hatch $ 480.00
Chris LupoIi $ 2,118.00
Christopher Merrill $ 96.00
Dale Blatchford $ 256.00
Dodge's Agway $ 536.03
Exeter & Hampton Electric $ 146.40
Fitzgerald Grading, Inc. $ 10,320.30
Geary A. Hurd $ 1,095.00
Granite State Minerals $ 3,296.27
Highway Steel $ 1,821.00
John H. McEachern III $ 750.00
Landry Hire-A-Tool $ 375.95
R.B. Merrill $ 34,990.00
Midway Excavators, Inc. $ 32,065.92
J.R. Murphy Lumber, Inc. $ 86.06
New England Barricade $ 1,107.05
New England Telephone Co $ 322.51
Penn Culvert Company $ 11,956.49
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Paul Heywood $ 256.00
Rila Precast Concrete Pds $ 1,514.00
Richard E. Welsh ... $ 570.00
Richard B. Merrill Sr $ 4,722.50
Richard B. Merrill Jr $ 4,180.00
Seabrook Hardware $ 8.60
Tamarack Tree Service $ 128.00
Tilcon Maine, Inc. $ 1,168.05
Ken Wakefield Trucking $ 2,744.00
White's Welding Co., Inc $ 8.00
Highway Department $118,219.08 **
(4260) Street Lighting
Exeter & Hampton Electric $ 1,665.02
Street Lighting $1,665.02 **
(4310) Solid Waste Disposal
Cate's Rubbish Removal Sv $ 29,410.32
Peter J. Lonergan $ 936.38
Rockingham Cnty News $ 31.70
Town of Kingston $ 14,200.62
Solid Waste Disposal $44,579.02 **
(4400) Health Department
Seacoast Ambulance Srvce $ 2,550.00
Richard Bohm $ 171.90
Steven Sicard $ 31.50
Health Department $2,753.40 **
(4450) Mosquito Control
Dodge's Agway $ 112.55
John Ekstrom $ 1,910.94
Mark Weaver $ 5,290.84
Perkins Lawnmower Service $ 8.00
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Suzanne M. Lyon











































Ernest E. Veinotte Assoc.
Frank Ferreira, Treasurer
NEIWPCC













Town of Chatham . * 2.50
Conservation Commission $250.00 **
(4645) Town Common
Lee Marelli $ 642.50
J.R. Murphy Lumber, Inc. $ 54.54
Ralston Tree Service $ 700.00
Seabrook Hardware * 38.23
Union Flag Co. $ 106.50
Town Common $1,541.77 **
(4660) Refunds & Rebates
Charles P. Graham $ 23.00
Cheryl Perkins .. $ 11.00
Drop Anchor Realty Trust $ 650.00
Darryl Conte $ 28.00
Emile & Linda Mercier $ 8.52
Marjorie Bakutis .................... $ 13.07
Richard B. Aldrich $ 50.00
Richard 0. Bonn $ 28.15
Thermo Homes, Inc. $ 625.00
Yvon and Delma Boudreau $ 32.00
Refunds & Rebates $1,468.74 **
(4681) Payments-Tax Ant. Notes
Bank Meridian $ 900,000.00
Payments-Tax Ant. Notes $900,000.00 **
(4690) Taxes bought by Town
Ruth D. Blatchford $ 1,491.10
Taxes bought by Town $1,491.10 **
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(4712) FICA & Pension Contr.
NH Retirement System ... $ 3,180.41
Treasurer, State Of O $ 8.71
FICA & Pension Contr. $3,189.12 **
(4713) Medicare Contributions
Treasurer, State Of N.H. $ 179.62
Medicare Contributions $179.62 **
(473G) Interest Tax Ant. Notes
Bank Meridian $ 32,952.33
Interest Tax Ant. Notes $32,952.33 **
(4745) Town Forest Cap. Res. Fnd
Frank Ferreira, Treasurer $ 2,006.00
Town Forest Cap. Res. Fnd $2,000.00 **
(4750) FICA & Retirement
Treasurer, State of N.H $ 2,983.78
FICA & Retirement $2,983.78 **
(4760) Insurance
NH Mun. Unemploy. Comp Fd $ 488.65
N.H. Municipal Associat'n $ 1,666.65
NHMA Health Trust $ 513.98
NH Mun Worker's Coup Fund $ 3,634.29
Tobey & Merrill Insurance $ 24,362.00
Insurance $30,665.57 **
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(501G) Payments to School Dist.
Paul R. Nersesian, Treas $ 243,668.67
F.E. Wilde, Treasurer $ 674,450.00
Payments to School Dist. $918,118.67 **
(5020) Payments to State of N.H.
Bank Heridian $ 864.00
Treasurer, State Of N.H $ 1,125.52
Payments to State of N.H. $1,989.52 **
(5030) Payments to Rock. County
Rockingham Cnty Treasurer $ 87,233.00
Payments to Rock. County $87,233.00 **
(6001) $16 Purch. Computer etc.
Computer Commons, Inc. $ 3,859.75
Computer Professionals $ 1,356.95
S16 Purch. Computer etc. $5,216.70 **
(6003) i18 Administrative Ass't.
Eric Small $ 12,024.00
*18 Administrative Ass't. $12,024.00 **
(6004) $19 Legal, Evacuation
Backus Meyer & Solomon $ 443.13
*19 Legal, Evacuation $443.13 **
(6005) $21 Police Port. Radios
Motorola, Inc. $ 1,466.00
$21 Police Port. Radios $1,466.00 **
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(6007) *23 Fire Capital Reserve
Frank Ferreira, Treasurer ..... . $ 46,000.00
$23 Fire Capital Reserve $46,000.00 **
(6008) *25 Highway Blk Grt Reiab
Treasurer, State Of N.H. $ 18,658.18
*25 Highway Blk Grt Reiab $18,658.18 **
(6009) *26 Curtis Road Culvert
Alwm Eaton Jr. $ 64.00
Chris Lupoli $ 560.00
John Iafolla Company, Inc $ 420.00
Landry Hire-A-Tool $ 43.00
Richard B. Merrill Sr $ 685.00
Penn Culvert Company $ 5,826.56
Rila Precast Concrete Pds $ 160.00
Richard B. Merrill Sr $ 7,365.00
Richard B. Merrill Jr $ 504.00
Seacoast Eng. Associates ...... .......... $ 250.00
Ken Wakefield Trucking $ 5,500.80
White's Welding Co., Inc $ 69.10
*26 Curtis Road Culvert $21,447.46 **
(6010) t27 Waste Mgat. District
SE Rock. Waste Mgat Dist $ 2,000.00
*27 Waste Mgat. District $2,000.00 **
(6011) «0 Richie McFarland Fund
The Richie McFarland Fund $ 200.00
*30 Richie McFarland Fund $200.00 **
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(6012) 429 Seacoast Mental Hlth.
Seacoast Reg. Mental Hlth $ 600.00
429 Seacoast Mental Hlth. $600.00 *#
(6013) 431 Big Sister/Brother
Seacoast Big Brother $ 530.00
431 Big Sister/Brother $530.00 **
(6014) 432 Town Forest Restor'tn
Seacoast Eng. Associates $ 12,752.50
432 Town Forest Restor'tn $12,752.50 «*
(6610) Enc Art. 422-85 Depot Rd
Rila Precast Concrete Pds $ 1,548.00
Enc Art. 422-85 Depot Rd $1,548.00 »*
(6612) Enc Art 436-85 Legal
Backus Meyer & Solomon $ 1,650.59
Enc Art 436-85 Legal $1,650.59 **
(7000) Unaudited/Unclassified
Unaudited/Unclassified Ex $ 15,472.79
Unaudited/Unclassified $15,472.79 **
Grand Total $2,500,569.83 #**
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REPORT OF THE POLICE DEPARTMENT
The year 1986 was on^ of building for our Department.
Through the addition of a second full-time officer, the
police coverage for the town was increased to double what
it had been. For this position an officer with 9 1/2
years of experience in lav/ enforcement, who is a resident
of the town, was hired in Juno. This enables us to patrol
more, have more time devoted to investigations, operate
more radar speed checks in areas such as the school and
residential neighborhoods, and supplement the overall
demands of the department.
This year our court cases have remained about the same as
last year. However, the accidents covered are down 32,
from 109 in 1985 to 77 in 1986. This may be a positive
indicator that safpty patrols and radar are an effective
deterrent in the community. Also, it is significant that
burglaries were down from 21 to 14, with the majority of
these in homes under construction where it is more
difficult to detect offenders due to fewer neighbors,
poorer security procedures and practices than resident
owners might put in place.
We have assembled packets of crime prevention materials,
which were distributed to residents throughout the year.
On several occasions crime prevention meetings were held,
either in neighborhood homes or at the police office.
Instructions were given about securing your home against
thp threat of burglary, and lists for arranging serial
numbers and other inventory of valuable items were
distributed. There is a great deal of literature
available on this subject, and we would like to encourage
residents and merchants to contact us for assistance.
We wish fo extend our thanks for the Hampton Falls
Volunteer Fire Department for their continued support, and
also that of the Sheriff's Department, the State Police,
and our neighboring Police agencies.
Respectfully submitted,
Andrew Christie, Jr., Chief
The following listed events took place in 1986:





Assist Fire Department 11
Assist motorist 70
Assist other departments 68
Attempted burglaries 5
Burglaries 14
Burglary alarms answered 232









Miscellaneous Police investigations 261
Misuse of firearms 4
Motorcycle complaints 16
Obscene & threatening 'phone calls 46
O.H.R.V. complaints 10
Property checks by request 2016
Prowlers 15
Publicassist 3 5
Serious motor vehicle complaints
e.g. DWI , Operating After Revocations 88
Speeding complaints 29
Stolen vehicles 1
Summonses served for other departments 16
Suspicious persons 18
Thefts (cleared 12) 28




REPORT OF THE FIRE DEPARTMENT
The Fire Department has made progress in several areas this
year. First of all, we have fire training the third Tuesday
of each month. Secondly, we have upgraded our radio (paging)
equipment. This equipment insures a quicker response should
a call come in, and we feel we have used your dollars wisely
by making this purchase.
The Bean Suppers, Village Green Fair, Horse Show and
Valentine Dance plus the response of the donation letters
sent out were all a big success.
You will notice that the Town of Hampton Falls did not have a
major structure fire in 1986. We had a few chimney fires,
but nothing of a serious nature. You will also notice that
we made many mutual aid calls to other towns who were not as
fortunate as we were.
We appreciate a year such as we have had without a major
fire, and we of the Hampton Falls Volunteer Fire Department






8 - Gas wash down - Getty Station, Rte. 1
12 - Smoke in house, 64 Exeter Road
13 - Mutual aid to Hampton
19 - Public assistance
31 - Chimney Fire - 42 Nason Road
February
8 - Chimney Fire, 51 Crank Road
28 - Chimney Fire, O.V. Cote
March
1 - Mutual aid to Hampton
20 - Chimney Fire, Loren Tuttle
21 - Grass fire, Sunset Ridge, Rte. 84
29 - Mutual aid to Seabrook
Apr i 1
6 - Grass fire, Route 84
6 - Smoke in house, Peter Jensen
10 - Fire alarm activation, Carney residence, Rte. 1
17 - Town dump, Drinkwater Road
23 - Chimney fire, 2 Birch Road
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May
5 - Fire alarm activation, Annan residence, Rte. 84
10 - Public assistance
18 - Gas wash down - Getty Station, Rte. 1
25 - Car Fire, Rte. 95
July
2 Mutual aid to Seabrook
5 - Wires in tree, Old Stage Road
14 - Gas Wash down, Getty Station, Rte. 1
August
8 - Car fire, Rte. 95
13 - Brush fire, Mill Lane
25 - Mutual aid to Hampton
25 - Mutual aid to Kensington
25 - Furnace fire, 11 Curtis Road
29 - Car fire, Rte. 95
September
5 - Fire alarm activation, Ackroyd residence, Sanborn Rd.
17 - Fire alarm activation, Ackroyd residence, Sanborn Rd.
25 - Mutual aid to Hampton
27 - Assist Hampton ambulance, Rte. 1
27 - Assist Kensington ambulance, Applecrest
October
5 - Stove fire, Falls Tavern, Rte. 1
8 - Brush fire, Gordon Janvrin
10 - Alarm activation, Keelen residence, Rte. 1
13 - Chimney fire, 64 Exeter Road
13 - Odor of smoke, Jensen residence, Depot Road
November
1 - Chimney fire, R.P. Merrill Jr., Rte. 84
1 - Brush fire, Old Coach Lane, Lot 13
13 - Chimney fire, Whitney residence, Oak Drive
15 - Gas wash down, Rte. 84
15 - Brush fire, Drinkwater Road
21 - Alarm activation, Toppan Lane, Kent residence
December
17 - Mutual aid to Salisbury
22 - Car fire, Brown Road, Maddock
25 - Mutual aid to Hampton
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BUILDING INSPECTOR'S REPORT
138 Permits Issued Estimated Cost
38 New homes $4,797,574.00
32 Remodel & Renovations 598,650.00
22 Garages, Barns & Storage Sheds 206,043.00
3 Stores & Warehouses 512,371.00
38 Additions & Alterations 306,063.00
2 Pools 26,300.00
1 Demolish No Charge
2 N.E.T. Switching Station 6,457,001.00




Newell Eaton, Building Inspector
REPORT OF CIVIL DEFENSE DIRECTOR
The Civil Defense Director met with members of the Board of
Selectmen, and members of the Volunteer Fire Department, and
with the volunteer staff during the course of the year.
Our town was most fortunate, along with the rest of the New
England states, in not having a destructive hurricane season, so
we were spared a recurrence of 1985 's problems.
The town-wide Civil Defense Survey is on-going, with our
volunteer crew compiling the confidential information received
during our door-to-door survey. When the compilation is
complete, it will be computerized and a report submitted to the
Board of Selectmen.
Respectfully submitted,
Roberta Pevear, Civil Defense Director
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REPORT OF THE AMERICAN LEGION, POST 35
Following is an itemized list of expenditures as the
result of American Legion activities on behalf of the Town
of Hampton Falls in 1986.
Memorial Day
24 Red Geraniums @ 1.75 $ 42.03
2gr. American Flags 8 x 12 @ 59.90 119.80
Shipping Charge 6.00
Winnacunnet High School Band 33.00
Buses for Band 60.00
Essay Contest 13.37
Markers 3 @ 5.50 16.50
2 Rods @ 1.00 2.00
$292.67
Veterans Day
Wreath @ 12.00 12.00
2 Markers @ 6.40 12.80
TOTAL $317.47
CUSTODIAN'S REPORT
Planning Board Meetings 17
Board of Adjustment 6
Conservation Commission 4
Selectmen's Meetings - Public 12
Selectmen's Workshops 22
Town Elections 1









Pomona Grange Meeting 2
Respectfully submitted,
Charles I. Akerman, Jr., Custodian
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AFFORDABLE HOUSING COMMITTEE REPORT
Originally called "The Committee for Low and Moderate Housing"
this ad-hoc committee now goes under the name of the "Affordable
Housing Committee". Throughout 1986 this committee met
approximately 10-11 times at the home of its chairperson, Allan
L. Levinson, with the exception of the November 20, 1986 meeting
held jointly with the Board of Selectmen at the Town Hall.
Various guests attended our meetings and shared in their area of
expertise. Robert Batchelder; William Hahn of Realty Resources
of Camden, Maine, a developer of low and moderate income housing
in various New England areas; George Olsen of the Rockingham
Planning Commission and Tony DeGrechie of the Indian Head Bank
were all very informative. A tremendous amount of printed
materials was also reviewed.
As we got into late spring of 1986, it became obvious that we
were basically re-hashing the same bits of facts and our
suggestions began to parallel and capsule the findings of
previous meetings. During this same time period, the attendance
of some members became rather sporadic. With the help and
approval of the Board of Selectmen, Jean Batchelder and Rev.
Kenneth Lawrence were added to the committee, with Jean
Batchelder agreeing to serve as the committee's secretary.
Concurrent with our meetings, the Rockingham County Planning
Commission was in the process of reviewing similar needs
throughout the county, as were many towns and cities throughout
our state. Our recommendations to the Board of Selectmen and
the residents of the Town parallel those recommendations made by
the Rockingham Planning Commission. To summarize, we recommend
that the following be considered:
1. Revise and reintroduce Cluster Zoning. As far as new
construction goes, you can have cluster without affordable
housing, but you cannot have affordable housing (new) without
cluster.
2. Review the ordinance pertaining to apartments, allowing
other than relatives and employees as tenants, subject to a set
of standards.
3. Consider ordinance to allow for high density housing
(manufactured housing, apartments or multi-family dwellings).
Septic and/or water must be dealt with. Another consideration
would be to tie-in to an adjoining town (Hampton, Seabrook or
Exeter) for either water or sewerage.
4. Town ownership of certain parcels of land which might not be
available to private developers for various reasons, ie: land
locked. This land could then be leased to a developer
specifically to develop low and moderate income housing. Town
ownership of the land would allow control of the development,
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including, but not limited to income levels, unit size, family
size, future sale of properties.
5. Study and incorporate into the town's Master Plan &
ordinances those items deemed applicable as found in the
Rockingham Planning Commissions "Regional Housing Element",
dated June, 1986, with specific attention being paid to pages
40-46.
For the Affordable Housing Committee
Allan L. Levinson, chairman
REPORT OF THE PLANNING BOARD
In carrying out the mandate of the voters in 1985, Planning
Board members were elected for the first time last March. The
election resulted in seating a competent, dedicated board. The
newly elected members selected two excellent alternates. The
board has worked well together with a free exchange of ideas
and views.
As I have moved from vice-chairman to chairman, I want to
recognize the outgoing chairman, Bob Batchelder. His hard work
and dedication has laid the ground work from which the new
board has grown. The legacy he left has left was in the solid
planning documents with which the board operates. The
reindexing of our land use ordinances was completed, a new
booklet was published and is available at the Town Hall.
This year Hampton Falls has seen increasing growth pressure with
three major subdivisions approved and one denied. It was only
with the hard work of the entire board that these subdivisions
were well-planned and resulted in minimal impact on the
environment. As we moved into 1987, we can see still-mounting
growth pressure. We must, as a town, take action soon to
preserve some of the most valuable undeveloped and
agricultural land, since these are our great assets. In the
last two years we have seen two attempts to preserve open space
voted down by our town for one reason or another. I sincerely
hope voters can put aside their special interests and take the
necessary steps to preserve our open space before it is all
developed as houselots.
Unfortunately, the denial of subdivision approval has resulted
in lawsuit against the Board and the Town. There were many
substantial reasons for the denial which we feel confident will
be upheld by the courts. While no one likes to see the Town
involved in legal action, we must stand firm on our land use
ordinances and hope the Town will support us as this case
evolves
.
In October, we were informed that the school population had met
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the 80% occupancy test. This triggered our growth control
ordinance limiting the number of building permits to allow the
School Board time to increase the school capacity. This
restriction was imposed about two years earlier than
ant icipated.
Our commercial zone has responded to the area growth by
undergoing major development. The Board reviewed 14
non-residential site plans this year. In the last two years
nearly every business on Route 1 has come before us. Although
this development has put a strain on the Board, we are pleased
with the quality of the projects that have resulted.
We have been working with the Conservation Commission to
identify the important wetlands of Hampton Falls and work toward
a comprehensive wetlands ordinance. The identification process
has been made possible by the completion of Wetlands Maps
developed for the Rockingham Planning Commission. We are
concerned with the protection of these valuable lands and see a
need to pursue the goal of a new ordinance.
We would like to thank Louise Heather ington for her contribution
to the board. She resigned in October to pursue other
interests
.
I would like to thank all the members for their hard work and
dedication and the townspeople for their input and support. The
monthly meetings have often gone late into the night in an
effort to accommodate all the business. This year will be
remembered as the year of the marathon session,
The Planning Board meets the first Monday of the month and




REPORT OF THE COMMISSIONERS OF THE ROCKINGHAM PLANNING
COMMISSION
As was true in 1985, the most significant assistance rendered to
the Town by the Rockingham Planning Commission during 1986 was
the onsite technical assistance. The "circuit rider" program
provided for a Commission staff member to be at the Town Hall
the 2nd and 4th Mondays, 9 A.M. to 1 P.M., to review and
critique subdivision and site plan applications and to help
residents make application for subdivision. This program
continues to be of real value in terms of assisting town
residents and in easing the considerable work load placed on the
Planning Board by the increased rate of development being
experienced in the Town.
The Commission continued assistance with computerization of
Subdivision and Site Plan Regulations, which insures that
residents will have access to up-to-date land use controls at
all times.
Other specific assistance includes researching the Kady
subdivision located in Hampton Falls and two adjoining towns;
continued work on the historic building survey, photographing
and mapping historic town structures; reviewed results of
Wetlands mapping project; prepared checklists for subdivision
and site plan review applications; provided copies of sample
sign ordinances; and assisted with proposed zoning amendments
and public notices.
In addition, the Planning Commission produced multiple copies of
the Town subdivision regulations and zoning and building
regulations at the request of the Planning Board; presented
Erosion and Sediment Control Slide Show to the Planning Board;
provided map of ground water resources, advised the town
Historical Society on the old schoolhouse restoration; and,
provided copies of the Regional Housing Element.
Our benefits as a member town include, for the 3rd year, a
three-session seminar on environmental impacts associated with
land development; Municipal Law Lecture Series for town boards
involved with land use decisions; and a zoning and building code
amendment calendar informing area towns and planning boards of
the timing of events associated with bringing zoning and
building code changes before town meeting.
As more and more people move to our Town and County and State,
we are faced with the problems brought about by this growth,
including it's impact on our water, and the way we dispose of our
solid, hazardous and nuclear waste. The Rockingham Planning
Commission organized Rockingham County's first Household
Hazardous Waste Collection Project, at which residents disposed
of unwanted hazardous household products in an environmental
safe manner, and this project is on-going. The Commission staff
has been assisting the towns in the Southeastern Rockingham
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County Sanitary/Solid Waste District, and progress is being made
with a solution for disposal of our solid waste. For the 3rd
year, the Commission has organized and hosted a "Legislative
Get-Together", with our speaker, State Representative Richard A.
Grodin of Jaffrey, addressing the subject of growth.
For the most part, much of the Commission's work is supported by
various federal grants, with smaller contributions by the state
and member towns. For the 5th year, we are being asked to pay
at the same rate of 70 cents per capita for 1987-88, totaling
$1,039.50 for a population of 1,485.
As in previous years, your Commissioners continue to take an
active part in the Commission, with Janice Jassmond serving as
an At-Large member of the Executive Board, and Roberta Pevear
serving as the Rockingham Planning Commission's representative
to the Legislative Committee of the NH Association of Regional
Planning Commissions.
Commission meeting are held every month on the second Wednesday
of the month at 7:30 p.m. at the Kingston Library. We invited
all citizens to attend, and we welcome your inquiries about our




HAMPTON FALLS HISTORICAL SOCIETY
October nineteen eighty six marked the beginning of the fourth
year of the Hampton Falls Historical Society. During the course
of this year, the Board of Directors held ten monthly meetings
in the Hampton Falls Library and two general meetings at the
Town Hall. Membership in the society has shown an increase and
town interest in the society has been demonstrated through
volunteer efforts and financial contributions.
Director William Ackroyd submitted a letterhead which he
developed from the 250th Town Anniversary seal. An established
mailing list is in order and society stationary was purchased
for correspondence.
Curator Pam Darlington, along with other members continues to
catalogue historical data and artifacts. The David Lobdells of
Drinkwater Road have offered to store historical artifacts in
their barn until the society can find a more permanent location.
At the request of Director Pearl Marston, a study of the Boston
Post Cane, belonging to Hampton Falls was initiated. Members
are currently involved in investigating the location and
background of this Town's Boston Post Cane. Should the effort
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be unsuccessful, the Board of Directors agreed that the society
should purchase a reproduction of the historic item.
Marjorie Cram-Chema is currently involved in the recording of
the oral histories of our town. These histories will become a
part of the permanent file of the Historical Society. Director
Grace Perkins has worked with great industry to save newspaper
clippings and photographs for the society's scrap-book.
Robert Dutton of Depot Road is overseeing the ongoing Historic
Site Survey. Over six hundred cemetery stones have been
inventoried by Office Joan Brickett, with approximately five
hundred more to done. Building sites have been recorded and
should be completed by Spring 1987.
During this year, the society accepted the 1839 schoolhouse,
more commonly remembered as the grain store and later the Post
Office, on Lafayette Road. This property was sold by Russell P.
Merrill to David Benoit, who donated the cost of moving the
building to its current location, posterior to the Town Hall and
facing Exeter Road.
A fund-raising drive was initiated and, of interesting note, the
Seabrook Historical Society provided us with the first donation,
a contribution of fifty dollars. The society has signed a lease
agreement with the selectmen of one dollar per year for one
hundred years, to be renewed at the annual Town Meeting.
Insurance has been purchased on this building and a committee
was formed to study the restoration of the building.
Through the Office of State Planning, an architectural grant is
being negotiated to provide the society with an historic
architectural plan. Currently, restoration efforts have begun
under the direction of Director William Ackroyd. It is our
endeavor that the schoolhouse restoration will provide our
townspeople with a reminder of the past that all of us might
take pride in.
In closing, I would like to thank the officers and directors who
have so conscientiously attended monthly meetings and worked
diligently, in an effort to carry out the objectives of the
Hampton Falls Historical Society. The society has firm roots
and I encourage all of us to continue our efforts, in order that
future generations might have a better understanding of the





The municipally funded and operated mosquito control for
the Exeter area serves Exeter, Hampton Falls, Newfields,
and Stratham. Within this district, a crew of three
handles both the control of th4e adult and the immature
stages of the mosquito. In addition to mosquito control,
the crew also constructs horse fly traps and places them
on the saltmarshes to reduce those pest populations.
Initially started in response to mosquito nuisance and an
outbreak of eastern equine encephalitis in 1973; the
mosquito control program has progressed to detailing a
marsh management plan soon in the future to revive
diluted and impounded saltmarshes.
Since marsh management and mosquito control go hand and
hand, the Exeter area and Essex County (Ma) mosquito
controls have been working together with State officials
to evaluate the need of a saltmarsh management program.
This long term goal is to landscape the saltmarshes to
both facilitate wildlife and at the same time to provide
predatory fish access to mosquito larvae. This work,
known as "open marsh water management" will be described
in future newspaper articles.
In reference to this past year, the Summer was a wet
season and most mosquitoes that thrived on freshwater were
up in 1986 over the prior year according to trapping data
pspecially from mid June through mid July. The freshwater
sites that we initially visited in April and treated when
necessary, had to be re-visited throughout June and July
due to the rainfall that kept water levels high.
Saltmarshes along the often rain swollen Squamscott River
hatched mosquito larvae more times than prior years as
pools were frequently filled in the 100 acres of breeding
saltmarsh in Exeter, Newfields, and Stratham. The 15
acres of breeding saltmarsh in Hampton Falls was not much
more predictable. The hatching of many mosquito larvae,
even with intensive larval control efforts, resulted in a
total of 33,047 mosquitoes turning up in the 8 adult
monitoring traps, set weekly, which were identified and
recorded. Represented in the greatest number was the
cattail marsh mosquito, a species difficult to control,
which has become an increasing problem in New England over
the last four years. We will be working on this pest
first by mapping its breeding sites.
In reference to adult iciding, the "truck spraying" is most
effective in urban areas and therefore only larviciding is
done in Hampton Falls. In the other towns like in past
years it was a challenge to coincide spray routes with
acceptable weather conditions and adult mosquito
populations. The patience that the residents have shown
has been much appreciated.
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The Mosquito Control commission wishes to thank everyone
for their support in "fighting the bite" and are looking
forward to a year of continued emphasis on the safety,
both to the public and the environment, and the use of





The Conservation Commission met monthly in 1986. We have
an appointed membership of seven with Paul Hooper as
Chairman. Many thanks should go to outgoing members Tracy
Healey and David Jefferson, Jr. for their service to our
town. Karen Roe and Bob Gale are the newest members of
the Board.
This past spring, a large Sugar Maple tree, donated by the
Healey family was planted near the front entrance of the
Lincoln Akerman School in memory of Donald Jackson. Don
was both a former member of the Conservation Commission
and a part-time science teacher at the school., In
addition, a monument and plaque in memory of Charles
Chesterman is awaiting dedication this spring in the Town
Forest
.
A wildlife enhancement project for the Hampton Falls Town
forest was approved by the Office of State Planning
Coastal Program and work was initiated this year. All
necessary permits have been submitted and preliminary
engineering data completed. The project involves building
a small dike and control structure to raise the water
level in the town forest wetlands. Construction on the
project has been currently postponed until questions
associated with federal funding of the grant are resolved.
The OSP is working in our behalf with the federal agency
in the resolution of this issue.
The Conservation Commission, in cooperation with the
Planning Board, is in the process of identifying the
important wetlands in town. Much of our efforts will
focus on the Wetlands Maps developed by Normandeau
Associates for the Rockingham Planning Commission.
Wetlands provide numerous benefits to our town, including
natural habitat for wildlife, maintenance of water purity
and preservation of an even water table in times of
drought. For the most part, these areas are unsuitable
for development. Through this venture, we expect to
develop a general Wetlands Overlay District, which will
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From January 1, 1986 to June 30, 1986 the following were
invest igated
:
Two inquiries regarding possible septic problems; two
complaints regarding tents being used as living quarters
and one complaint of possible open soils testing pit. All
the aforementioned complaints proved to be negative.
Also an annual inspection of a pre-school was conducted.
Finally, Health Officer was a witness in Rockingham
Superior Court where the Town was being sued for declaring
a plot of land as being unsuitable for a septic system.
Case was won by the Town.
Respectfully submitted,
Richard Bohm,
During the final quarter of 1986 - dating September to
December the following were investigated:
Three inquiries regarding septic problems; a well
contamination problem and one complaint of illegal drain
and flooding.











Charlyn E. Brown, Chairman Term expires 1987
Andrew Drakides Term expires 1988








Carri, Plodzik, and Sanderson
Concord, New Hampshire
SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS
Norman C. Katner, Ed. D.
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HAMPTON FALLS SCHOOL DISTRICT MEETING
March 5, 1986
The meeting was called to order by the Moderator Richard
Bohm at 7:30 p.m. Thp salute to the flag was given by
those present. The warrant, was read by the Moderator and
he then made the following rulings:
1. Once an article taken up in the budget or in the
warrant is finished, no further action may be taken on it
with the exception of one reconsideration in case of error
or misunderstanding.
2. There will be a limit of 2 amendments to any article
or any motion or part of a specific article.
3. Any lengthy motion shall be submitted to the Moderator
in wr i t ing.
4. The chair will recognize first a sponsor of any
article in the warrant.
5. Anyone wishing to speak to the article should first bp
recognized and address all comments through the Moderator.
Warren Kinsman moved that the District vote to allow the
Superintendent of Schools, the two assistant
superintendents and the Principal of the Lincoln Akerman
School to speak or answer questions when requested.
Seconded by Andrew Drakides. The motion passed.
ARTICLE 1
Warren Kinsman moved that the District raise and
appropriate the sum of $801,973 for the support of
schools, for the salaries of School Officials and Agents
and for the payment of statutory obligations of the
District. Seconded by Charlyn Brown. The motion passed.
ARTICLE 2
Warren Kinsman moved that the District accept the reports
of Agents, Auditors, Committees or Officers chosen and
pass any vote relating thereto. Seconded by Charlyn
Brown. The motion passed.
ARTICLE 3
Warren Kinsman moved that the District transact any other
business that may legally come before said meeting.
Seconded by Charlyn Brown. The motion passed.
Mr. Kinsman announced that he wanted the voters to be made
aware of and consider the possibility of expansion to the
Lincoln Akerman School. The classroom facilities are in
good shape at this time; however, more space is needed for
the enrichment programs, art, music, computer program and
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guidance. At this time these programs are sharing space
with the nurse and using storage space to conduct their
programs. They have had preliminary plans drawn up and
these were on display. Right now they are looking towards
the possibility of coming up with plans for a hearing to
be held this spring. The School Board will be working on
a proposal for that meeting and they are asking for
ci t i zen input
.
Also Mr. Kinsman announced that the School Board is
opposed to participating in the Evacuation Plan for
Seabrook Station as it stands now. They are seeking
answers to their questions on the plan before they accept
the plan.
Charlyn Brown made a motion to adjourn and it was seconded
by Andrew Drakides. The meeting was adjourned at 9:38
p.m. by the Moderator.
A true record of the meeting
Attest: Shirley Gustavson
School Clerk
At the elections of School Officers which were held in
conjunction with Town Officers election on March 11, 1986.
the following results were tabulated:
School Board Member for 3 years
School Moderator for one year
School Treasurer for one year









NEW HAMPSHIRE STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
and
NEW HAMPSHIRE DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE ADMINISTRATION
ANNUAL FINANCIAL REPORT
for the year ended
June 30, 1986
Cert i f icate
This is to certify that the information contained in this
report was taken from the official records and is complete
and correct to the best of my knowledge and belief. The
accounts are kept in accordance with Section 17 of Chapter
71-A of the Revised Statutes Annotated and regulation
Chapter Rev 1100, Financial Accounting for Local Education
Agencies on file with the Administrative Procedures Act,
Education Agencies on file with the Administrative
Procedures Act, and upon forms prescribed by the














1 Cash 100 43.417 47 130 11
2 Investments no
3 Ta*es Receivable 120
4 Inlerlund Receivables 130 14.416 97
S Intergovernmental Receivables" 140 309 00 4fi? 00
6 Other Receivables" 150
7 Bond Proceeds Receivable 160
8 Inventories !70
9 Prepaid E«penses 180
10 Oibor Current Assets (Attach Itemization) 190
1 1 Total Current Assets (Total ot lines I thru 10) 43.726 47 15.009 10
Fried Assets
12 Machinery and Equipment 240
U Total Assets (Total ot lines tl and 12) 43.726 47 15.009 10
Liabilities and Fund Equity
Current Uab.ht.es
14 Inlerlund Payables 400 14.416 9 7
15 Intergovernmental Payables' 410
16 Other Payables
-
420 506 13 fiq 9?
17 Contracts Payable" 430
18 Bonds Payable 440
19 Interest Payable 450
20 Accrued Expenses 460
21 Payroll Deductions and Withholdings 470
22 Deferred Revenues 480
23 Other Current Liabilities (Attach Itemization) 190
24 Total Liabilities (Total ot Lines 14 thru 23) 14.923 in 69 q?
Fund Equity
25 Unreserved Retained Earnings 740
26 Reserve for Encumbrances* 753 17.250 00
27 Reserve (or Special Purposes (Attach llemizallon) 760
28 Unreserved Fund Balance 770 11.553 17 14,919 in
29 Tolel Fund Equity ( Total ot Lines 25 thru 28) '
'
?a
2 803 17 14.939 in
:o Total Liabilities and Fund Equity (Total ol Lines 24 -29) 43.72* 47 15.009 in
STATEMENT OF REVENUES








Revenue from tocaf Source* 1000
re*es i 1 00
1 Current Appropriation u2i 644,450 00
2 Deficit Appropriation 1122
3
J
5 Tolel Teste t'ouioi Lines i Iliiu4) 644,450 00
rurfr-lrl 1300
Reot.Mi D.n Sthaoi ru.ho'1 1310
6 Ptipits. Paicms 4 Ome> Sources 13H
? Ome. LEA S v.,:h,n rj t .v Ha.npsh.-e 1312
8 Other LEAs Outside New Hampshire 1313
9 Sunnnei Snhoot Tuihon 1320
Si-ec-el fducetro" Twhoa 1330
10 Piip.lS.Parenli 4 Other Sources 1331
tl Oihe. LEAs Within New Hampsh-.e 1332
12 Other LEA sOuis>c3e New Hampsh.re
,
1333
A-ea voc3i-o*di Tu./tci 13JQ
13 Pupils Paients 4 One- Sources 1341
l J Olh,.| LEAsV.,m.nN^ Hampsh.re 13J2
15 Oihei LEA sOuts.de New Hampshne 1343
16 Driver Educat.on Tuition 1350
17 Adult Continuing Education Tuil.On 1360












Regulai Day School mo
19 Pupils. Parents 4 Omer Sources 1411
20 Other LEAs W.ihm New Hampshire HI?
21 Other LEAs Outs.de New Hampshire 1413
Special Education 1430
22 Pupils Parents A Other Sources 1431
23 Other LEAs Within New Hampshire Ml?
24 Other LEA sOuls.de New Hampshire 1J1J
Aiea Vocational 1440
25 Puptli Parents 6 Other Sources 1441
26 Other LEAs Within New Hampshire 1442
27 OlherLEAsOuts.de New Hampshire 1443
26 Toial Transportation Faas (Total ol Lines 19-27)
29 Earnings on investments 1500 fi.?qn 57
10 FoodServ.ce 16'MJ 26,915 Wi
31 Pup.lActivil.es 1700
32 Revenue From Community Services Aci.v.ties 1 800
Ot»er fle.enue From Local Sowces 1900
33 Rentals 1910
35 Sale or Compensation lor Fi*ed Assets 1930
SerwcesP-ov.de0ofne<L£4s 1940
36 School Administrate Un.i Assessmenl 19J1
37 Olhe- LEAs Withm New Hampshire 1942 —
38 Other LEA sOuls.de New Hampshire 1943
--
Ju Other Local Revenue 1990 3 sn
J i Total Other Ravenut trom Local Sourcts
6.794 m 26,915 53
-12 Total Local Ra*enua (Total ot Lines 5. te 26. & 41) 651,244 07 26.915 53
STATEMENT OF REVENUES








Revenue from Stale Sources 3000
Uwestrtcted Granls-ln-Aid 3100
43 Foundation A.d 3110 11, fi?1 in
44 Sweepstakes 3120
45 Incentive Aid 3130
46 Foster Children 3140
47 School Adm.nisiraii.e Unit 3)50
48 Total Unit itrlcled Granli-ln-AtrJ
13,621 10
Restricted Grants-ln-Aid 3200
49 School Building A,d 3210




53 Driver Education 3230
54 Handicapped A,d 3240
55 Adult Education 3250
56 Dual Enrollment and Child Benelil Services 3260
57 Child Nutnlion 3270
56 Other 3290
Revenue In heuol Ta«es 3 BOO
60 Business Prodis Ta- 3810
Other 3900
61 GasTa.Relunds 3910








Capital Project! Food Service
(3)
Capital Reserve
Revenue From Foaeral Sauces 1000
63 Unresisted Gran|s-ln-Aid Direct
Irom Ihe Federal Government -,00





Government Through Ihe Slate «00
66 Elementary Secondary (£CIA| - Chapier i 4410
67 Elementary Secondary lECIA) - Chapier 2 4420
68 Vocational Education (Sub-Pan 2| 4430
69 Vocational Education (Other) 4440
70 Adult Education 4450
71 ChiloNulriliO" Programs 4460
72 Handicapped programs IP L 94-142) 4470
73 Elememary Secondary Education
4460
74 Elemenia-y Secondary Education
<«0
75 Total Reilricted Granii-ln-Ald from In. Federal
Government through Ihe Slate
(Total or Lines 66 thro 74)
76 Granis-ln-Aid Irom ihe Federal Governmenl
.700
77 RevenuelnL.euofTa.es 4800




oVl"« 63 "« <£« ^VVSb) 3,514 00
STATEMENT OF REVENUES
Fur Ihe Fiscal Vear Ended June 30. 1986
Funds






80 Sale ol Bonds and Notes 5100
fund >Vanj/8'j 5300
8< Transfer From General Fund 5210
52 T ; .in 5 i e , Fr. m Federal Prefect Funds 5220 n.qrn no
5230
84 Transfer From Food Service Fund 5240
85 Transfer From Capital Reserve Fund 5250
86 Sale or Compensation for Loss of Fi.ed Assets 5300
37 Total Other Sourcee (Total ol ires 80 thru 88) 13,903 00
88 Tolal H.Mr,« (Total ol Lines 2, 62. 79. 87)" 665,44? 77 44,332 53
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KRAI. FUND: STATEMENT OF EXPENDITURES - ELEMENTARY











99I Regular Educalion Programs 1100 260.576 45 44.844 IS 586 11 21.183 66 9.600 6f 337.790
2 Special Education Programs 1200 2S.R2S 11 4.297 89 7.304 T) 395 15 37.823 1?
3 Vocational Education P W ,,,m-. 1300
4 Other Instructional Programs M00 6.737 00 1.432 6? 1.440 85 9,610 47
Supporting Seivcat 2000
Pupifl 2100
5 Attendance and Social Wort. 2lt0 200 00 200 00
6 Ouidance 2)20
: Heallh 21 JO 8.B46 00 1.432 61 89B sn 512 81 11,689 94
8 Psychological 2140
9 Speech Pathology & Au In.l.HJV 21S0
10 Other Pupils 2190
JnjifuCf.onaJ 2200
tl improvement ol Instruction 2210 5,119 aq 262 fi? 5.382 SI
12 Educational Media 2220 2.735 69 2.735 '.9
O Other Instructional Stall 2290
Genera/ Adm.n-jfraf.on 2300
u School Board 2310 6. 281 1? 1.475 SI 7.757 n
15 Ol'iceol the Superintendent 2320 19.643 14 19,643 14
16 Special Area Administration 2330
1/ Other General Administration 2390
t8 School Administration 2400 73.242 00 12.893 6/ 3.828 ?? 1.446 90 256 6R 91.667 47
ausKiui 2500
(9 Fiscal 2520
2" Operation & Maml & Plan! 2540 3?. 937 HO 5.730 67 44.365 51 4.041 IS 16.529 26 45 no 103.649 46
21 Pup.l Transportation 2550 34.574 % 34.574 96
22 Cenlraliied Internal Servs 2570
23 Other Business 2590
24 Managerial 2600
25 Other Supporting Services 2900
26 Tola! (Total ol lines 1 1 ru25. 408,164 38 71,631 48 122,803 02 32,019 32 26,38! 57 1,520 61 662,525 38
GENERAL FUND: STATEMENT OF EXPENDITURES - DISTRICT HIDE
For the Year Ended June 30, 1986
School District .
Function
MM It) 13) JSXEL sir...
(S)
Proparty £ Z
1 Adult/Continuing Education 1600
2 Community Services 3000
3 Facilities Acquisition and
Construction 4000
Omar Outlays 5000 r'
4 Deot Service 5100
FurO PaVSterS 5200
5 Transfer lo Special Revenue
5220
6 Transfer to Capital Proiect
5230
7 Transfer to Food Service
5240 13,903 00
8 Transfer to Capiial Heserve
5250
(Total ol Lines 1 [hru B)
11.901 00
10 Total General Fund' 408,164 38 71.631 48 122,803 02 32,019 32 26,386 57 15,423 61 676,428 38
CAPITAL PROJECTS FUND - DISTRICT WIDE
Statement uf Expenditures fur the Year Ended June JO, 1986
Function
fcccL No





2 Toll! Capital Projecli
FOOD SERVICE FUND














3 Elemeniary i9.ao6 00 1.398 S? 4A9 74 I9,7?n R7










V ' C" Fun<1
CAPITAL RESERVE FUND - DISTRICT WIDE

















7 rr-anslers lo General Fynd S2I0
a Tola! Capital Rettrva
Hampton Falls School District
Value of Building, Grounds & Contents of Building
$1,439,000
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A. Bruce Carri, CPA
Stephen D. Plodzik, PA
Robert E. Sanderson, PA
Paul J. Mercier, CPA
Armand G Martineau, CPA
Edward T. Perry, CPA
Carri * Plodzik » Sanderson
accountants & auditors
193 North Main Street
Concord, New Hampshire 03301
Telephone: 603-225-6996
AUDITOR'S REPORT ON FINANCIAL PRESENTATION
To the Members of the School Bo-ard
Hampton Falls School District
Hampton Falls, New Hampshire
We have examined the general purpose financial statements of the Hampton Falls
School District and the individual fund financial statements of the School
District as of and for the year ended June 30, 1986, as listed in the table of
contents. Our examination was made in accordance with generally accepted
auditing standards and, accordingly, included such tests of the accounting
records and such other auditing procedures as we considered necessary in the
circumstances.
As described in Note IB, the general purpose financial statements referred to
above do not include the General Fixed Asset Group of Accounts, which should
be included to conform with generally accepted accounting principles. The
amount that should be recorded in the General Fixed Assets Account Group is
not known.
In our opinion, the general purpose financial statements referred to above
present fairly the financial position of the Hampton Falls School District, at
June 30, 1986, and the results of its operations for the year then ended, in
conformity with generally accepted accounting principles applied on a basis
consistent with that of the preceding year. Also, in our opinion, the
individual fund financial statement referred to above presents fairly the
financial position of the fund at June 30, 1986, and the results of operations
of such funds for the year then ended, in conformity with generally accepted
accounting principles applied on a basis consistent with that of the preceding
year.
Our examination was made for the purpose of forming an opinion on the general
purpose financial statements taken as a whole and on the individual fund
financial statement. The accompanying financial information listed as
supporting schedules in the table of contents is presented for purposes of
additional analysis and is not a required part of the financial statements of
the Hampton Falls School District. Such information has been subjected to the
auditing procedures applied in the examination of the general purpose and
individual fund financial statements and, in our opinion, is fairly stated in
all material respects in relation to the financial statements taken as a whole.
August 19, 1986 CARRI PLODZIK SANDERSON
Professional Association
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Form F 4 NEW HAMPSHIRE STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
COMPUTER & STATISTICAL SERVICES Hamprnn Falls
Please follow the CONCORD District
accompanying in-
structions carefully.
REPORT OF SCHOOL DISTRICT TREASURER
" for the
Fiscal Year July 1.1 9iL5io June 30, 19&£
Return Original to State Department of Education Prior to July 15.
SUMMARY
Cash on Hand July 1. I9cli (Treasurer's bank balance) 5
c
<1,'in7. r4
Received from Selectmen (Include only amounts actually received)
Current Appropriation $644.450 .00
Deficit Appropriation
Balance of Previous Appropriations
Advance on Next Year's Appropriation
Revenue from State Sources $ lft,Snn-70
Revenue from Federal Sources S -
1
1
R ^ s -00
Received from Tuitions
Received as income from Trust Funds
Received from Sale of Notes and Bonds (Principal onfy)
Received from Capital Reserve Funds
Received from all Other Sources ? 37,?4i'i 98
TOTALRECEIPTS $701.063.68
TOTAL AMOUNT AVAILABLE FOR FISCAL YEAR (Balance and Receipts) $752.626.62
LESS SCHOOL BOARD ORDERS PAID $709,209.15
BALANCE ON HAND JUNE 30, 19 (Treasurer's Bank Balance) $ 43,417.47
August 4, ,£6_ ~^\/.VjyW^P
District Treasurer
AUDITORS' CERTIFICATE f£- UV*-£>eT
This is to certify that we have examined the books, vouchers, bank statements and other financial records of the treasurer of the
school district of )'---"•... t-uy f which the above is a true
summary for the fiscal year ending June 30. 19£i. and find them correct in all respects. Carri, Plodzik & Sanderson
il— W.£f Auditors C;.,.-.-,-^ A xL , '.
Concord, New Hampshire
GIVE DETAILED STATEMENT OF RECEIPTS ON OTHER SIDE
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SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS REPORT
To the Citizens of Hampton Falls:
The Superintendent of Schools respectfully submits this
Annual Report to the members of the Hampton Falls School
Board, the citizens of Hampton Falls and the Lincoln
Akerman Elementary School Staff.
A review of Mr. Buckley's Annual Report indicates there is
little for the Superintendent to add. Basically, the
educational productivity of the students remains at the
high level anticipated. This is the direct result of an
experiences and talented staff.
The major problem is one of adequate space. The advent of
new and mandated programs since the last addition was
built limits the space for these programs. It has been
necessary to utilize all available areas, including former
storage areas, in order to carry out these programs. The
proposed building addition would alleviate the current
space problems and enhance the educational opportunities





L I N C LN A KERMAN S C H L
To the members of the Hampton Falls School Board, the
Superinte n d e n t o f S c h o o 1 s , a n d to the c i t i z e n s o f Ham p t o
n
Falls, J re s p e c t full y s u brn l t m y s e c o n d a n nuai re p o rt a s
P r l n c i p a 1 o f L i n c o In A k e r m a n S c h o o 1 .
The aca
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M ann i nq) ; C a
s :hool L U S t
dem i c y e a r b e q a n o n S e p t emb e r 3 r d w i t h 150
oiled in grades one through eight. As of this
.5,1987), the enr oilmen t has increased to 158.
figure represents an increase of 13 students from
86 and an increase of 27 students from January 1,
o pie are n ew t o o u r s t a f f . The y a r e J oA n
n
Sp ec i al Edu ca t i o n Co ordinat o r ( o n e-y ear ,
11 in p o si t i o n f o r M a r g aret E v ans ) ; J o
y
g , Gu i dan ce Co u n sel o r ( o n e-y ear , par t- 1 i me
t i o n f o r M i c h e 1 1 e M c C a n n - C o r t i ) ; J o an Ale x ander
,
l all st ( one-year, part-time fill-in position for
n s ) ; K a t h r y n C a b r e r a , M u s l c Cpart-ti m e ) ; N a n c y
( o n e-y ear , p ar t-ti me fill-in p o si t i o n f o r Agn es
rol Provost, School Secretary; and Frank Salvo,
di an .
The Lincoln Akerman
scope this year. Student;
edu ca t i o n cl asses i n t he
s u p p 1 y s t o r a g e r o om . The
Sc h o o 1 c u r r i c u 1 u m h a s e x p a n ded l n
in grades 1-8 have computer
c o
m
puter 1 a b o r a t o r y , a c o n v e r t e
d
s tudent s a r e d
o
i n g e x t r eme 1 y well
u nder the ex eel lent di r ec t i o n o f Do n al d N i 1 der . Hav i n g
computer education now will greatly help our students later,
when they get to high school. Students in high-school now are
r eq u i r ed t o t ak e o n e hal f -u n i t o f cr edit in cornp u t er
edu ca t i o n i n o r der t o gr adu ate. The sc i en ce p r o gr am co n t i n u es
to be enhanced with regularly scheduled science laboratory
classes f o r all s t u den t s . Recen t r esu Its o f wr i t i n g samp 1 es
done in grades five and eight at Lincoln Akerman School show
that we are at the top of the list among all elementary
schools in the Seacoast area. As effective writing is
co ntinuall y s t r eased i n al 1 areas o f o u r cu r r i cu 1 urn , this is
a wonderful tribute to all of our teachers and their
t echn i q u es o f t each i n g wr i t i n g . Pr esen 1 1 y , sever al o f o u r
t eacher s ser v e on cu r r i cu 1 um r e v i s i o n comm ittees in t he
fields of art, music, health, and library science.
"Mathcoun ts , " under the direction of Melissa Robinson, is a
,n ew o r o g r am designed to p r om o t e m a t h e x cellence amo n g j u n i o
r
high school students. This program builds skills, promotes
strategic problem-solving, and drills students in dealing
with complex problems and hard- to -handle numbers.
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Lincoln Akerrnan School continues to be designated a
Category IB approved elementary school. A category IE
designation means that an elementary school, without a
kindergarten, meets all 37 of the required provisions of the
mi n i u m um s t a n d a r d s set b y t h e N ew H am p
s
hire D e p a r t men t o
f
Education. F i.f t een p er cen t o f New Harnp sh i r e el emen t ar y
s c h o o 1 s a r e i n t h i s a p p r o v e d catego r y
.
A strong Par en t -Teacher Organization is vital to every
s c h o o 1 . Thanks t o J an Hambl e t o n , J a n e S a v age, S a n d
y
Boscketti, Linda Champagne, Peg Royal, Pat O'Keefe, Bonnie
Shee t s , Ka t hy Con n o r s , Jean Wr i gh t , an d all t he p ar en t s i n
t he PT w h o hi a v e d o n e s o rn u c h t o s u p p o r t t h e s c h o o 1 in it s
edu c t i o n al p ursui t s
.
W h i 1 e the c u r r i c u 1 um and the q u a
1
i t y o f i n s t r u c t i o n f o r
the students of Lincoln Akerrnan School are of the highest
standards, m a n y s p a c e c o n s t r a i n t s e x i s t w h i c h c u r tail
ser v i ces i n sp ec i al edu ca 1 1 o n , gu i dan ce co u n sel ing, 1 i br ar y
science, computer and enrichment, art, and music. Additional
r o oms are n eeded t o be 1 1 er f ac 1 1 i t a t e t hese v e> y l rnp o r t an
t
p r o g r am s . The result w ill be i m p r o v em en t o f f ac i 1 i t y a n
d
qr eater instructional effectiveness for the students of our
school .
In deference to some criticisms of public education in
recent studies and reports done in some parts of the country,
Lincoln Akerrnan School is in excellent shape. The teachers of
Lincoln A k e rma n S c h o o 1 c o n 1 1 n u o u s 1 y rededicate t hem s e 1 v e s t
o
excellence. It is through the ardent efforts of all the
teachers that progress continues in all aspects of school
life. Th r o u g h t h i s p r o g r e s s , the s c h o o 1 urn f o r m i y c o
n
tinue s
t o g r ow , e x p an d , and w o r k t ow a r d o u r u J 1 1
m
ate g o a 1 o f
p r o v i d i n g t he f i n es t p o ss i bl e edu ca t i o n f o r ever y s t u den t i n
o u r s c h o o 1 . T h i s i s made p o s s i b 1 e b y t h e c omm i tmen t o f y o u r
teacher s .
I w i s h t o t h a n k all the mem b e r s o f o u r s c h o o 1 c ommunit y
w h o d e v o t e t h emsel v e s t o t h e d r i v e f o r q u a
1
i t y e d
u
cati o n f o r
o u r s t u den t s . I s i n cer el y ap p r ec l a t e the su p p o r t o f Dr .
No rman Ka t n er , Su p er l n t en den t o f Scho o 1 s ; Leo n
Worthley, Assistant Superintendent of Schools; Fred
E n g e 1 b a c h , B u s i n e s s M a n a ge r ; a n d t h e H am p t o n Pall s S c h o o
1
Board. I would like to especially thank the teachers and
s t u den t s w h o c o n s t a n 1 1 y p r o v e t ha t EXCELL EN C E i s a live l n o u r
school .
R e s p e c t f u 1 1 y s u bm i 1 1 e d ,
Br i an N . Buck! e 1-
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SCHOOL MEMBERSHIPS




CI. K 1 2. 3 4 5 6 7 8
Sub
Total Total
Centre *32 114 195 251
Marston 127 135 104 366
H.A.J.H. 111 124 125 107 467 1084
Hanroton Falls
?fi ?ri 1 5 14 17 24 15. IS 152
North Hamoton ™ 51 *7 "?4 4fi 2? 51 37 40 378
Seabrook
fi2 f?6 66 73
' 56 48 64 63 50 548
South Hamoton 15 17 8 6 10 10 11 14 91










Elementary and Jr. High School Totals
Winnacunnet High School . .
GRAND TOTAL MEMBERSHIP ,
WINNACUNNET ENROLLMENT BY TOWN ON 9/30/86
9 10 11 12 Total
Hampton 160 137 162 168 627
Hampton Falls 24 19 23 22 88
North Hampton 39 48 41 73 201
Seabrook 99 70 59 65 293
Tuition Students 2 3 2 7











Marsha Schofield 1 17.8 97.0
Patricia M. O'Keefe 2 16.7 95.6
Deborah B. Whitman 3- 13.4 96.0
Doris L. Finnlgan 4 17.3 95.6
Janice E. Galloway 5 21.7 96.6
Paul J. Whitmore 6 11.9 97.7
Melissa A. Robinson 7 18.6 94.4




Promoted 16 16 13 17 22 11 19 25 139




The following figures show the salaries and the proportionate share






Hampton $10,303.02 $ 8,274.24 $ 7,127.58
Hampton Falls 1,284.64 1,031.68 888.71
North Hampton 3,449.88 2,770.56 2,386.61
Seabrook 16,648.52 13,370.24 11,517.37
South Hampton 802.90 644.80 555.44






Brian N. Buckley, Principal
Margaret L. Evans, Reading & Special Ed.
Doris 1. Finnigan, Grade 4
Janice E. Galloway, Grade 5
*Kathleen M. Heyvood, Music
*Agnes F. Manning, Art
Judith Mararita, Social Studies
Michell McCann-Corti, Counselor
Ada M. Merrill, Nurse
'Maureen A. O'Donnell, Speech Therapist
Patricia O'Keefe, Grade 2
Melissa RobinBon, Math
Richard B. Sanborn, Science
Marsha Schofield, Grade 1
John M. Walker, Physical Education
Deborah B. Whitman, Grade 3
Paul J. Whittnore, EngliBh
Degree (s > Years
'
Experience
B.A. , M.Ed 10
A.B., M.Ed. 14
B. Ed. 29



































Note- In order to qualify for perfect attendance,
a student must
be in school, on time, with no dismissals
every school day.
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BIRTH REGISTERED IN THE TOWN OF HAMPTON FALLS FOR 1986



















Michael Murphy Deborah Hinds
David Kenney Barbara Casassa
William Nickles Mona Folliard
Michael Hastings Maureen Garniewicz
John Irish Nancy Janvrin



















THE TOWN OF HAMPTON FALLS FOR L986
AGE SEX NAME OF FATHER NAME OF MOTHER
87 F George Tuttle Mary













Ira Hickford Henrietta Foster
Louis Parshall Lizette Clark
Benjamin Osborne Susie
Maurice Zwicker Bessie Williams
Marland Hobbs Edith Newlin
Walter Underhill Bridget Hogan
Ned Harris
Worthi ngton
Mans f i eld
Al ice Harris
Jeannette Cavanaugh
Arthur Titcomb Oresta Towne
Roseoe Swain Mildred Brown
John Anderson Minnie Paget
John Clarke Maude
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David Kiersted , Jr . Portsmouth





Bradley Bailey, Jr. Hampton
Wendy Watkins Hampton Falls
Michael Beekmann Seabrook


























N.Hampton Christopher Gordon Hampton Falls

















Sal i sbury , Mass
.
New Castle
Hampton Falls
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